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exodus
of congressmen from Washington for
u summer vacation was In full swing
today. Most senators departed under
the agreement made yesterday to suspend important business until August
24, although a few remain to hold the
perfunctory sessions Mondays ; and
Thursdays each week required by law.
Many representatives left town in anticipation or formal agreement by the
house tomorrow for a similar vacation

...

until' August

19.

PLACE

'

,

trals.
Authorizing an additional
,

,

$8,000,-000,00-

0

Bonds.
In addltioA, congress also adopted
the resolution submitting to the states
In Liberty

a proiysed national prohibition
amendment to the federal constitution while the house adopted and the
senate Is expected to act soon aftei
the .holiday on that for U simillar
man suffrage amendment.
Five times thus far during the session. President Wilson has address-e- d
the senate and hduse In Joint ses
sion, on December 4 to recommend
war with Austria; on January 8 ajid
again February 11 regarding peace
problems: on January 4 toi recommend federal control or railroads and
on May 27 to have congress remain
In session and proceed with new war
revenue legislation, now being framed
by the house ways and means com-

...

mittee.
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London, July 14. The American
Iteeiner, George L. Eaton, from an
American,, port for Brest, according
to Lloyds advices, sprang a leak owing to the abnormally hot weather
and was abandoned on June 22. The
crew of the vessel was transferred to
a warship, which afterwards sank
the steamer by gunfire.
The steamer George L. Eaton,
which measured 2,008 tons gross, was
reported-oJuly 2 as having been
sunk, presumably by a German sub
,
marine lit European waters,
.

Drive Fails
,

Vrvss.)

Bad weather prevails In France and
Flanders and operations are far
normal.
Nowhere
have, there
been engagements except trench raids
and patrol encounters.
Big guns are constantly hammering
away at opposing positions In several
sectors, particularly on the American
front, on the Marne. in the sectors
held by the British near Albert, Kem-mo- ll
first lx.nihliiK plane to ! Nont Into the ulr i" Aniprh-n- mill the one wliii li muV fly H'tim the Allimtlc,
hill and Ypres, and near Corey, was The
launched Ht tli' plairt of tho Stiintlaril AiM'ruft ( iriirtiiinn m Uiiiliclli, N, ,1. It Is a 1IhihIU',v-I'iii;- c
where the French fare the enemy.
of grcut size, as Is hIiowii by the iliotograjili, iilctmlng the lmue nttn- - of the iilime mill the dniible
There is no Indication that the date
.
aims mounted in it.
Is at hand for the expected offensive
Germans.
the
observers,
by
Military
however, believe that with a cessatiop
of the 'rains and the drifting away of
IIC PACT
g
the
clouds on attempt at a
HARDEN, ONE
big drive will be made. Apparently all
Is ready in the entente camps.
British Strike in Macedonia.
British troops in Macedonia seemEXISTS BETWEEN
IRY MORNINO'.JOURNAL PMCAL LtARCO WIRI',
ingly 'have started operations against
Paris, July 14 (liavas Agency).
Teutons
which may develop west
the
Generul Pershing today sent tho folalong the battle front and eventually
lowing "telegram to Premier C.lc.men-ccat- u
conform with the successful
drive
'
'
NOW
NATIONS
EMPEROR FEARS
that is being carried out by the
"On
of
this
the
fourteenth
dn',
French and Italians in Albania. West
July, which ) so well symbolizes
of the town of Dolran, which lies on
France's will and determination, I
the railroad north of Salonikl, the
to renew to you an expression of
British have delivered a blow against Association is Formed to Care
my admiration for the splendid cour-- , Editor of Die Zukunft Does Not
the Bulgarians. ' Details of the operations are lacking, ..but it Is not unfor Trade' of World When nga of your people and the gallantry
Mince Words in Attacks on
of its soldiers. We of the American
reasonable to assume that it hnd.ln
find
in Franco's
Ruler' or His Cabinet:' Never
aCeCdrtWSjtljgtlfTariy's expeditionary forcra
view the ultimate capture of the rall
couraga tho sources of consul nt inroad line running northward
from
Undetermined,
Status
4
Yet
Uskub and the outflanking of the
Suppressed,
spiration and encouragement."
enemy lines northeast of Monnstir.
In Albania the French and Italians
SPKCIAL LIARKO WIRK
RV MORN, NO JOURNAL RRICAL LIARIO
fr MORNINtt JOURNAL
WIRI)
are giving the enemy no rest, pressing
London, July 14. An economic ns
Amsterdam, July 14. Maximilian
him back daily mile after mile over BOi'lution of twenty-fou- r
nations com
Harden, the only fearless editor in
the trackless country, and capturing
prising tho entente allies already Is
all Germany, has broken loose again.
strategic positions and villages. The in existence, according to Lord Rob
And thereby hangs a mystery.
latest French official communication ert Cecil, British underJsecretary for
For years Germans
have been
shows that the French troOps have
block
of
minister
affairs and
'BY MORN, NO JOURNAL RPfOlAL LCABIO WIRtl
taken the villages of Narta and Oram-8h- l, foreign
discussing the question: "Why has
ade. In a statement regarding the
'
14.
Tonopah, Nov., July
Seventy Harden an immunity that no other
which brings their flank much world's trado after the war, which
men of Tonopah's population of 5,000 Journalist enjoys? Harden is by birth
nearer Lake Ochrida.
was issued today.
left here In a body today shouting a Polish Jew and has made the
The morale of the Austrlans Is said
eventually shull tho
to be extremely bad and surrenders be Whether Germnny
slogan "Nevada's hun killers are
Prussian ruling Class Ills speassociato
economic
this
admitted
n
on the way!" Tho seventy were seized cial targets.
of
soldiers are reported conhe said, will bo determined 'by
tion,
with a determination
stantly to be taking place.
Always Is Fearless.
the test established by President Wil simultaneously
to enlist and most of them being
It will be remembered that In
son.
selected
the
as
the
miners,
engineers
his paper. Die Zukunft. he exposed
The president said December 4, If
where their expert knowledge the immoral
the German people should, after the places make
FRANCO ITALIANS
practices of some Prusthem
of
most
value.
would
sian princes who chummed with the
war, "continue to be obliged to live
aro
Jibs
up
pnying
giving
They
kaiser. Since the war began he has
under ambitious and Intriguing mas.
to $7 per day.
been Just as fearless.
He went on
ters," It. might be impossible to admit from $5
to the partnership of tho na
from boldness to boldness, until one
PUSH BACK ENEMY them
tions or to free economic intercourse
day the newswas cabled that he had
been squelched by having him culled
Germany la an Obstacle.
YARDS
T
Into the army as a minor clerk.
Germany is the one obstacle to this
economic partnership, said Lord Rob
But they reckoned without their
ALBANIA Z
ert the Germany
described by PresHarden. Only recently copies of Die
'
,
ident Wilson.
were smuggled into HolPAYING SCALE OF Zukunft
"Germany's economic policy toward
land. They contained slashing arall the groupings of peoples from the
ticles by Harden in which he bitterly
Arctic ocean the Black sea," he con
attacked the , peace terms Imposed
' Mr hmkini journal rrrcal uarro wind'
"Is
absolutely contrary to our
London,
July 14. Telegraphing tinued,
upon Rumania and scored KuehU
Kconomic independence
E rminn, the
IS
Thursday, Retiter's correspondent on principles.
CRABG
for foreign afand free choice are tho last things
the Macedonlon front says:
i
fairs, for his conduct at Bucharest.
"The allied operations in southern which Germany will ever allow the
BllterncHH
Ing KlaiiKing.
Albania are resulting" in one success peoples within her reach.
Harden has Just put his documents
"So long as this is the policy of
after another In spite of the difficult
in
and
a
safe place, either
papers
Y (V MORMNO .lOURNAL
Lf ARCO W,R
nature of the country. There are no Germany, bow can we admit her to
in England or In some neutral CounOakland, Culif., July 14. Approxiroads in the battle zone and commun- membership in tho free association of mately 3,500 bollermakers employed try, and any radical action against
ications are being kept
up over mule nations to which we already belong?" in ship yards on this side of San him would be fallowed by tho pub'
asked Lord Robert. "Before we can Francisco
paths.
lication of these ,manuscrlpts.
bay, engaged In filling gov"While the Italians are pushing Offer her any. participation In our re ernment contracts, were ordered toIt all goes back to the eighties.
sources
we
release
victims
must
her
on
western
the
wing and. in
along
not to return to work tomorrow The old Emperor Wllhelm was failnight
from
the
economic
she
that
slavery
the center, the French are making Is
the liberal Crown
because of the alleged failure of- - the ing. His son,
Imposing upon them."
good progress in the Bosnia region b,ji
bulldins companies to adhere t Prince Frederick, was known to have
ship
He
concluded
the
with
expression
overcoming enemy resistance and capHis wife
e hope that the time was not far the scale of wages established by the a fatal throat ailment.
turing the ridges of Kosnltza and the Off whon
was an English princess, daughter of
the! allies would meet at Macey Wage Adjusting commission.
descending slopes.
She
The, bollermakers' .representatives Queen Victoria.
brought to
the council board to discuss In detail
"The- - French advance In the valley
announced their decision at tho con- Germany English liberalism and was
the
economic
association
which
will
of the Tomorica river threatens the
of n mass meeting attended bitterly hated by Bismarck, the Iron
combine
resources' of the civilized clusion
important town of Berat, which prob- world in the
by more than 2,200 workers who chancellor, who was the real ruler,
reconstructhe
of
Joint
work
ably will be capttfred In a few dnyi. tion
to work until the
Bismarck's Mistake.
and the restoration of prosper- voted not to return
Surrenders by the Austrlans are more
with thoir employers
wago
question
The apostle of blood and iron
ity."
the
Slavs,
frequent, especially among
had been adjusted Satisfactorily.
knew his day was over If FredV
who are dead tired of campaigning.
Virtually every shipyard in tho erlck reigned lung as emperor, so
The Austrlans are burning depots and NEW ORLEANS POLICE
East Pay Section, filling government he devoted himself to cultivating
Villages which they abandon.
affected by the or- Frederick's eldest son, the present
STOP SALE OF CANDY contracts will be
All information obtainable Is to
Including the Alameda plant of emperor.
der,'
Wllhelm openly coveted
the effect that the enemy's positions
the Bethlehem Shipbuilding corpora- his father's throne and flouted his
tT MORN, NO JOURNAL RRICIAL UUIU WIM)
in southern Albania is seriously com
'
tion. '
mother. When tho old Wllhelm' died,
promised and that there orobablv will , New Orleans, July 14. At the reThe scale, which the boilcrmokers
be a further retreat in the. north, quest of John M. Parker, state food assert is not being adhered to, was Frederick reigned Just a few months.
thus freeing our communications "be administrator, the police tonight established by a federal wage adjust- His body was hardly cold in deuth
before the young emperor practically
tween western Macedonia and. the closed for the duration of the war all
of the United states ship'
concessions selling candy at Spanish ment, board
turned his mother out of the royal
Adriatic coast." (
,
winter.
last
board
palace.
Fort, the principal lake resort here. ping
h
Bismarck foresaw another
Announcement was also made that
long
CONCRETE MOTOR BOAT '
Earth Shocks Recorded.
lease of power. Then Wllhelm, who
to conserve sugar no selling of candy
14.
EarthMo.,
St,
Louis,
July
no. rival, suddenly disthe streets, for benefit funds by
shocks lasting almost an hour could brook
X WILL BE GIVEN TRIAL on
means of lottery wheels or other de- quake
ten minutes were, registered by missed the old chancellor. Embitterand
a hermit
fRT ornn
vices will be permitted.
journal rtoallraro nm
the semlograph at the St, Louis uni- ed, Bismarck made himself
One of the feW
at
this
country
place.
Pittsburgh, Pa., July 14. The first
The
indiInstrument
versity today.
visitors was Harden, who
concrete boat was AUSTRIA TO PROCLAIM
cated that the tremors Were about welcome ono
of Bismarck's Intimates.
became
launched in the Monongahela river
of
miles
south,
2,000
here, probably
He engineered a press campaign
yes'erday, The vessel, eighteen feet
... HER FOREIGN POLICY near Colombia, South America. The
long, four, feet wide and drawing
first tremors were reported at ,7:2 against Bismarck's ' enemies and it
twenty-on- e
Is hinted was made a repository of
inches
ot " water, was
'1
o'clock. "
V HORNlNa JOURNAL OPRCIAL
j..
WIRCI
UAD
all Bismarck's vast knowledge of the
built by W. M. Bowsey', a lumber
Amsterdam, July 14. It was ansecret history of Prussia and the
Jack of Iron River, Mich., and do- nounced at Vienna today with refer
Everett J. Conger ole. .
r
nated to the naval reserves. .
ence to the impending session of the
Honolulu, T. H:, July 14 Everett Hohenzollern family.
It Is capable of making; twelve Austrian and Hungarian parliaments. X Conger, who attained note a a That's why the emperor and, his
knots an hour and was started today according, to a' telegram from the Aus cavalryman in the cv war and led Junkers dare not go too faf with
on a trip down' the YOhlo, up the trian capital that "Important state the pursuit of John Wilkea Booth, Harden.
He knows too much about
Lincoln's
died them and wouldn't scruple to use ft
Mississippi and Illinois to Otilcngo as ments regarding the foreign policy will President
assassin,
:"
be- madt
a recruiting aid.
,
If they pushed hlnv r.
,'
here yesterday.
by the government"
,t
bo-lo-
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Courage qf France
Spur to Americans
Writes Pershing
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Denver, Colo.. July 14. For
Mexico:' Monday and' Tuesday,

New

'

erally fair! warmer east portion
ay.-''

'''','
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genMond-

motor-propell-
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Arizona; Monday and Tuesday fair;
not much change in temperature.
.
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:

A summary of local weather conditions for the twenty-fou- r
hours ended
at 4 p. m, ' yesterday follows: Maximum temperature. 91 degrees; mint
r mum, 49; range. 4$; temperature at
6 p. m., t9; northwest wind; partly
.
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THE COLUMN
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MEN IN FIGHTING LINE
DO NOT SEEK BALLOT

Heroes Gathered From All the
They Would Be More Pleased
Entente Armies Participate
if Franchise Were Given to
in Monster Parade Through
Mothers and Sisters; Vast
Streets of Paris,
I.
Expense is Involved,

mil-chi-

Beginning with adoption of tho resolution for a declaration of war on
Austria-Hungar- y
on December 7, the
record of congress is considered remarkable in' view of the unprecedented Importance of most of the problems presented. '
A final cleanup of minor odds and
ends of legislation awaits both senate
and house at their sessions Monday.
The house plans to pass the
agricultural appropriation bill
with, the $2.40 wheat price amendment 'eliminated. It Is expected to
l)3Stpene ' water power development
legislation. '
Drafting of the revenue measure
will be' begun tomorrow by the house
w'ay"and means committee bohlm'
closed doors. During vacation
ferees on a few measures, including
tho oil land. ieasJng' bill, will meet. '
'
j PriiK'tiNil Laws Passed.
In addition to the war resolution
and appropriation bills totalling billions of dollars, the principal measures enacted at this session of congress were:
To place railroads under government operation during the war.
Authorising the president to control telegraph, telephone, cable and
radio lines until peace is declared.
Creating a war finance corporation
to aid the government and private
business during the war.
Extending the draft law to youths
laws.
The Overman bill giving the president authority to reorganize and coordinate government departments. Extending the draft law o youths
attaining their majority and also to
subjects of the allies and certain neu-

TO TAB ARMY VO TE

YANKS OCCUPY

Fndafed War load by the Associated

Washington, July

LEGISLATION

It.

Record of Sessions Thus Far Artillery on Both Sides Active
Is Considered Remarkable ' in Several Sectors; Long Exof1

OF

BE RESULT

Americans Are Showered With State Constitution Would Look
Flowers By Little Girls; All . as if Dray Had Been Driven
'
U. S, Units Had Boen in
Through It, Declares Law:
France Over a Year,
yer Who Helped Frame

iJ.

OF REVENUE
BIG GUNS HAfclMER AWAY
MEASURE BEGINS TODAY
ALONG WESTERN FRONT

View

tZLti
rtn M
C

DRAFTING

in

JNENDING TANGLE

CELEBRATED

Majority of Lawmakers Pack Allies Are Giving Enemy No
Their Grips .and Desert
Rest, Pressing Him Back
Mile After Mile and Captur- Washington; Few Remain to
Hold Perfunctory Sessions,
ing Strategic Positions,

EDITION

Daily by Carrier or Mao, TOa a Month
Stogie Ooptef M

15, 1918.

U. S. Launches First Bombing Plane
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It. Heroes distin
i.,riU
cn
guished durum tho war in all the
In a
no
ted
oin,-,-i
rticina
.
v
inni: t.n.v.t
monster parade through tho streets
of Paris today In celebration of Bas-l',- e
day.
' American troops from the First
and Second divisions, recently cited in
army orders, represented tho "United
States army. Ono detachment took
othpari In the capture of Cantlgny,
ers were at Chateau-ThierrAll tho American units have been
In France more than a year.' The
American expeditionary forces were
showered with flowers by French
girls. The' parade was reviewed by
President Poinculie, Who was accompanied by General Pershing.
Tho Americans occupied second
place In the column. All branches of
the French urmy service were represented. The Alpine chasseurs received
an ovation, while singing their Alsatian sunns. Historic French regiments
with l)Ulo flag's of tho Napoleonic
campaigns as well as the present war,
wepe cheered while girls threw flow.r"
ers;
Belgians Follow Americans.
A battalion of Belgians followed the
Amerlcuns. Tbon came British
tho a;Mmdler
rlnjluilliipw
the ' OltieK ' Watch,
Irish
guards,
guards, Canadians und New Zealand-crs- .
HighBagpipes
ucrumpanied
landers, who came out of the trenches yesterday.
The Italian representatives Included Alpine units. A detachment of the
Polish army was loudly cheered. A
band played a Housa march, while
many Poles greeted American expeditionary soldiers lining the streets
with 'Hello, American bays."
who hud fought or
the Russian front, carried the ban
ner recently presented by President
A Russian detachment of
the Foreign Legion, officered by Rus
sians, occupied n place In the parade
Greeks and Portuguese also won
present.
Unfavorable weather with frequent
rain did not prevent all viewimriw
(Continued on
y.
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PARAMOUNT NEED
OF THE RAILWAYS
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Washington, July 14. In the
of experience
with I rii.nfinnri'n.t Inn
difficulties
during the winter of
1917-1chiefs of the United States
lla-h-

8,

railroad administration consider that
additional locomotives are more necessary now than additional freight

Cars.
Discussing the decision recently announced to build 100,000 new cars
for American railroads during the
present year, railroad administration
officlula say the number was fixed
only after every locomotive that exist
ing facilities could turn out durjng
the next year hud been ordered.
"It was not a shortage of cars
that brought about congestion In the
past," it is said at the railroad administration. "In fact, so many cars
got jammed up In terminals that
they 'nearly blocked transportation
'themselves.
The shortage was in
motive power. So In considering the
matter this year," when the war Industries board fixed the amount of
Steel which it would allot to railroad use, we assigned to the engine
shops every pound that there was a
reasonable chance of getting Into a
new locomotive' this year. Any engine ' builder who can Increase his
J '
capacity can still get orders.
'.

"After that, an estimate of the
amount of steel available was, made,
and, as many cars as can come out of
It were ordered.
That happened to
be 100,000. They are of a composite
steel and wood design, adopted because It will get more cars out of
the steel supply. Only the event itself will show, but we consider that
the construction ordered will be sufficient to meet the strains, though all
of our calculations are based upon
an Increased traffic burden for rail'
roads nest year." , , j
.
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Santa
frnmers

Fe, July 14. One of tha
of the state constitution, a
constitutional lawyers whose son is in
the army, has pointed out some of the
difficulties that a special session of
the legislature would have to deal
with in framing legislation to give to
the New Mexico men in the servlct
facilities to cast their ballots at tha
'
November elcotlon.
He declared that the constitution
e
would look as It a
dray
had driven through it after the
amendments
had been '
necessary
adopted, and as to such legislation ail
the Australian ballot law, which It
took years to put on the statute books.
nothing would be left ot It.
Must Change Period.
,f
If all, the men in the service at
home and abroad are to have tho vote ;
then it would be necessary to have the
election extend over more than one
day for all the men could hardly b
reached and vote on the same day.
Provision would have to be made for
the ballots to bo received tor a long)
period after the statutory time, tor a
New Moxlco man in a German prison,'1
or with tho British army in Mesopotamia, or on the fighting line in Italy,
or on somo warship In Oceanlca, or
at a wireless station In Samoa, Is o
remote from ordinary lines of com- nmnicttitofl that jut fefintt
iaa tabja .
for his exercising the franchise would .
be set..'
..'.-'"Safeguards would have to b8
thrown around the casting of the bal- lot, for naturally, there would be no
election boards In the front trenches," 1
he said. "The ballot would have to
be mailed.
Unless congress passes a
federal law there would be no way ot
certifying to It. Federal legislation
will be necessary, anyway, before the
machinery for casting and collecting
New Mexico ballots among the fight- Ing forces could be perfected.
,
Foreign Courts Impractical.
"There are no Justices of the peace;-- .
no civil courts 'over there' that would ?
bo available, the New Mexican In
German prison would have his ballot;
pass through the hands of a German,,,
censor and what the censor might d
to It la
,
"Then, there would have to b
minute definition of who would b
entitled to vote. There are New Mex
Icq citizens with Montana, Colorado,
Utah, Illinois and other units. There
are citizens of other states and for.
elgners with New Mexico units. Thert
can be no registering and challenging
of Individuals who claim to be entitled
'o the vote.
4
Indiscrimination Impossible.
"A little thought will suggest a mu
tltude of detail and mountains ot cost '
that would have to provided for by,
the legislators.
Take the case of a
man seriouly wounded in some enemy
hospital.
Surely he Is just as much"
entitled to vote as the soldier in tha
barracks at Iteming. If this proposi'".
tlon Is to be decided on Its merits of
Justice Irrespective of practicability;
cost or difficulty.
"My son is not worrying about the
ballot this fall. He Is willing to let
'Dad' do It for him. However, ; h '
would be tickled Immensely If the leg-Islature were called In special sesslo
to give the ballot to his mother, to hi J
t .
sister, to hia sweetheart
'
Suffrage to Women Favored.
"There Is a cause that arouses his
enthusiasm and which appeals to hi
sense of Justice. If we want to do ,
something for the boys, something"
that will impress them, more than .
anything else that we mean what w . .
sny when we battle tor world democi
racy, It would be th,e extension of the
franchise to his womenfolk. "
"They would safeguard tha com- -'
monwealth,
alright, alright;
they,
would see to' it that no traitor, no, .
lukewarm-patriotno profiteer, n
corrupt politician, no grafter, cot tha
fat Jobs or made the laws. That, 14'
far more practical than tearing constitution and statutes to piece fo, .
the sake of a theoretical privilege: "
that th) boys do not ask or expect'
and tha would involve considerable
expense, uncertainty, technical and '
practical difficulties! possible endless
;
confusion and conflict.
'
four-hors-
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Time Is Factor.
i,"
The speaker also doubted whether1 v
In the time that remains It Would b4
possible to draft, pars and adopt th '
necessary constitutional amendments
and laws and have them tested In th
courts to make them posible of
illcatlon at the November election.,
As to cutting out politics, the speak'
r was equally emphatic. To aim .
politics means tha intelligent apphS
cation of .the- very principles fOi! v
"'
which this war Is being fought.
j,n
"Sloe both great parties ara afc t

w .,".u.i n

i

iiwwmumi

mmMtM1!'

TWO
r

II

ii
ii
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1'
II

committed"
winning the
no
iiicifist p.ii-tbasaghos
'ar.jnd
a'
of
chance, .t, would be the most
patriotic and uohlcs .exercise of a
tllisen's fluty to riscuss the methods
for winning the war and choosing
from available ma: vial, the men and
wumen best fitted 1o help In bringing
the war' to a victci' ous conclusion.
J'olitli'R, Yes; 1 i:tioianfy Jfo.

v

:

U.S.

HUNS READY FDR

Noted Airmen.

PEACE BELIEF OF

"Srly,i this'
vember to oust men ' who have not
I een
wholeheartedly J yal or whose
unselfishness, honesty or efflcleno
ere In doubt, should not be passed up.
What there Is so r adful about politics that it should be banished at th
very time that w ' re straining ever
resource to have t" i entire world ac
cept this very democracy, I can not
Of course, if by polltlci
conceive.
are meant blind and bitter partisanship, the spending of money for purposes other than Informing the voters)
nt the issues. If politics mean, as It
does to some professional politicians
r bribery, vote buying, grafting
then, of cours, we want to drop polit a sad commentary
tics. But-wthat would he ou our glorious protest
ations."

DEMENT

LAG EST VESSELS
SUNK

TEUTONS

SWEDISH1 PAPERS

SAVES WIFE

SOUTHERN PORTS

BE SALVAGED

EXPECTED
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FIRES WIDEN PATH IN
FORESTS OF OREGON
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i

ii
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San Francisco, Calif., July 14.
Five new forest fires were burning
large areas of timber in the Klamath
notional for'st and in the Onion val
ley, Plumas county, the United States
e has announced here.
forestry
Sixteen thouaand acres have been
burned over already in the Onion val
ley., The forestry serivec lias been
advised that thero is no chunre of
controlling this fire for five days or

II

i!

vi

I)

Ii

more.
The other fires are in Siskiyou
county and are baffling the best ef
fort of scores of fighters.
SITTATIOV

'
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CRITICM,

XOKTIIKHX

IDAHO

Missoula, Mont., Julv 14. Twenty- eight, large fires in the Olerrwator
forest In .Idaho make the situation
there critical, according to government forest officials ut district headquarters here. Eight new" flies were
reported yesterday.
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EDITORS
PLEASED

BY VISIT

.ao

wirii
journal rae-- .
Laredo,. Tex.. July 14. The party
o
editors
from
Mexican
of twenty-tw'various' parts of Mexico who have
been on a five weeks' tour of the
United States as guests of the committee .' on public information, returned to the Mexican side here yesterday and departed for their homes.
The editors, who visited must of
the Important American cities, spoke
In glowing .terms ui the many eouV
tesies accorded them in the United
States, of 'the conditions they found
prevailing everywhere and of the
great war preparatons they had witnessed. These, the editors stated,
would be. placed before the Mexican
president lit the proper light when
they reached home and would be of
treat value in offsetting ' German
inr HsmiN

:
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r

propaganda

In

southern

the

re-

From Suffering by Getting
Her Lydia E. Pinkham's
S DON
Vegetable Compound.
..

Within a short time, tiio editors
stated, they, In conjunction with the
r

will invito

Mexican government,

rep-

resentative' American newspaper men
to be their guests on a tour of

.'I'M.

'

IRE
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With the American Forces on the
afarne, July 14 (by the Associated
Press). There 'was Increased artlll-ler- y
firing and In particular long
range' shelling on the American front
along the Marne throughout the
night There was no Infantry fight-InfThe weather continues cloudy
and uncertain. .'

U

-

RANGE CONDITIONS IN
PANHANDLE ARE GOOD
'
nrr

mwim joiinl krtciat umio
14. Range
Paso. Tex., July
candltlons In the Panhandle of Texas,
the southern part of Oklahoma and
astern New Mexico north of the Canadian river, are excellent; a report
ftOpaP j. M. Howell. Inspector for the
Panhandle Southwestern Stockmen's
association, stated. The report udded
that forage crops were looking goed
and the prospects for a good cattle
In the southwest were excellent.
year
"
Cattle are moving briskly to northern pastures through the Panhandle,
he said.' There is little trailing being
done in this district, all cattle 'being
hipped Wy rail to the northern pasture lands.": .VC
' Newton to VksJi V. S.
London, July 14. The Kev. Dr.
Joseph Fort Newton, pastor of the
city temple in London, Is going to
the United States on a' specal
slon for the British government, according to the Pall Mall Gazette. The
Rev. Dr. Newton, la a native of Iowa.
'
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names. T'ului cU'i.hs.
,
men
men lost at
killed in, ui'tjbn, 'died of wounds, dis;-iium
nu'ciueiu; and oilier ciuih-hber 4,678 army men. 4,100; ui.irlnen
,H73,.. The wounded agifC2"e C.47- -marines, 1.048.
hrmy ;ininni.,,C,4?,I;
to
Those missing, 'inclii.T'.ng prisoM-rtal' lis 4
men, ',1m; i.iaiiii.s Co
Of
increase, 4M, wre
army' men atad 3 08 marines. Killed in
action ai(d other deutlis numlior 259,
those wounder to;alled 307, and the
1.
missing and prisoners
The army casualties ;is officially
announced toduy follow:
Killed. in action, Ineludlng 2 a 1 lost
at sea, ,1, 6,16.
Died of wounds, r,n.
Died of disease, 1,3S.
Died, of accident and other causes,

including

291
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ItAMO WIRKl

An Atlantic Port, July 14. An engagement with a submarine in
on July 6 was reported hy a
mid-oce-

British merchantman arriving here
The Britisher was attacked
today.
about half way between they. Irish
coast and Cape Race. The submarine
emerged two miles astern and pursuing, opened fire, but Ineffectively. The
steamship returned the fire. Whether
a hit was made is not known, but the
German gave up the chase.
'

INTERIOR

OF

AN OLD

;

LANDMARK" AT SANTA FE

SOCIAL

CORRRONOSNCt

TO MORN1NO

JOURNAL1

(BV MORNINB

Santa I"e, July 14. Fire this morning at four o'clock destroyed the interior of an ancient, long adobe structure, one of the landmarks on Water
street and acrss the way from the
historic Fonda site. It faced Loretto
icadeiny and In olden times was part
ly occupied us a blacksmith Bhnp. Tho
fire broke out In a portion of the
bullying used for the storage of gasi
oline,
Tho only occupant of the house was
an aged Mexican woman who lost all
of her furniture.
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cot-lier-

C AFT A IX

WIRK1

Vegetable
for

me.
After taking two
fine
bottles

Kohr-berg-

.

'i'
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AZTEC FUEL CO.

months of a greater part thanver before of the south's annual output of
J6, 000, 000,000 wonh of farm products,
not including lievstock, and also the
fruit of southern mills.
The bulk of many products origln-- J
ana miuuio
ating in mo souinsent
instead of being
by tho nearer
lines to Georgia and other ports, nave
been sent in the past by devious
routes far to northern ports. Year
after yeaf these methods persisted, al-

Jewett

w

-

Storage coal and
all kinds of wood.

Phone

0.

'
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SANTA FE TRAINMASTER
; IS CALLED TO COLORS

'

,'

DEMAND

SRCC1AL

CURRKLRONDKNCE

East Las Vegas,

TO

MORNINB JOURNAL)

N. M.,

July 14.
H, It. McKeo, division trainmaster for
tire Santa Fe railway, has been summoned to Fort Sam Houston, San Antonio, Texas, to take the examination
for service, in a railway regiment of
the United States. Mr. lcKee offered
his services to the government several
months ago. R. W, Prentice, chief
dispatcher, who recently ..was commissioned a first lieutenant in a railroad regiment, expects to be called
soon.
Mrs. Prentice accompanied by her
son, Winfield, has gone to Chicago,
where she will reside until her husband's return from the war. '

REDDINd BROTHERS
VISIT THEIR MOTHER

"

mv MORNINB JOURNAL BRtCIAL

LKARKO

INTERNMENT

ALIEN

:

far

HOBNma

Y

jounwaw araciAL

bmrk

London, July. 14. The largest
mass meeting
held
in Trafalgar
Square since the war began assembled yesterday as a demonstration to
demand from the government the Internment of all enemy aliens and the
removal from public office of all
'"persons of enemy.: taint,"

LEE MADE COLONEL
AT AGE OF 31 YEARS
,

tho unusual wartime experience ot
Mrs. Minnie Redding here. Private
James Redding, United States ambulance corps, was one of General Pershing's fifty sent hack to work for
Liberty Loan and Red Cross campaigns. After these drives closed he
received a furlough' to visit his widowed mother here. With his battered trench helmet on his head and
his torn trench uniform coVered with
mud, PrivateRedding arrived home
to meet his brother. Private Edward
from
Redding, home on furlovrgh
Camp Travis, Tex. Both Have left for
France by different routes and a service flug with two stars floats proudly
from the gallery of the Redding
home.
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hrlng result.
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Camp Funston,-Kans.- ,
July 14.- Major John C. II. Lee, formerly aide
do camp to Major .General Leonard
Wood has been promoted to. the rank
of lieutenant colonel, according to
word received here , from France,
where he is with the eighty-nint- h
division.
?;;,.-;,.
,
.;

TC
COMMENCES THIS MORNING

Bargains in Ready-to-Weand Dry Goods ar

TODAY'S SPECIAL
.

Percale at

36-iit- th

15c per yd.

Quantity Limited to Each Customer

--

Slow Work Writing History.
London, July 14. Although four
men have been working nearly a year
on the British official history of the
war they have only reached events
which took place in September,, 1914.
It has been suggested that the force
of. historians, be increased In an effort
to bring the work uj to data.
'
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El I'ato, Tex., July 14. One boy
hack from Franco and another home
from his training camp for a goodbye Scfore departing for France was

:.

.

jFire

Brick.
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BRITISHERS

Com-pou-

and my troubles caused by that weakness are a thing of the past AH women
who suffer as I did should try Lydia E.
.Pinkham's Vegetable Compound."
Mrs. Jas. Rohkberg, C20 Knapp St,
N. S., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Women who suffer from any form or
indicated by displacements,
weaknesses
which
venting repetion of conditions
ulceration, irregularities,
inflammation,
months
ago, delaying
prevailed fix
headaches, nervousness or
backache,
iu
neeueu
movement
oi
the
sujiul-'s
should accept Mrs.
the allies and the American forces in "the blues,"
suggestion and give Lydia Ea
France.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound a
Georgia Included.
thorough trial.
south,
In
the
work
its
In beginning
For over forty years it has been
it Is likely that the Port and Harbor correcting such ailments. If you have
Facilities commission will start with
complications write for
one of the Georgia ports, because of mysterious
advice to Lydia E. i'inknam Medicine
their nrnxlmitv to the most produc Co..
Lvnn, Mass.
tive part of the southeast, and theiH
comparative neuniwa iu South America.
The commission's work Is expected
to result in the shipment througn
southern ports in .'the next twelve

!

a celebration In Cleveland square at
which ('apt, Itobert Gerard of the
French army spoke.. Brig. Gen. Robert L. llowze, district commander, attended with his entire staff and spoke
briefly, a union religious service followed the speaking.
French flags
were flown from the lag pole at Fort
buss, from district headquarters and
from many buildinga today.

my

husband bought
three bottles of
Lydia E. Pinkham's

lllll'fllll

.

though- it is asserted no valid reason
coudl be ttiven for their continuance.
Practically all of tho coiton received
at Fall Wver and New Bedford and
much of it received at Providence has
been transhipped at New York. This
Is considered
a circuitous, expensive
way of shipment,- when the cotton
could have been sent by direct route
all over the world from such ports as
Savannnah and Brunswick.
Big Co to nKMrt.
Georgia is considered the most im
of
the Atlantic'coast cotton
portant
stutes. It produces variously about 1
900,000 and 2,700,000 bales H year.
For years the practice has been to send
much of Georgia s cotton on coastwise
steamers to northern ports, mainly
New York and Boston. From these
ports It has been forwarded to other
points, either to the New England
export to
manufacturing centers or in
foreign countries,
Cotton Is only one instance of a va
riety of products that could be shipped
direct from Georgia ports, to Europe
caught fire.
Salvage vessels rushing to the res. It Is obviously a much shorter, route
cuo fired forty shells into the ves- from these ports than it Is from Bos
New York to Central American
sel's hull to sink her and extin- ton or
and South American
and via thij
guish the flames. An explosloh took Panama canal to theports,
Pacific.
place before she sank. But despite all
It Is at Turtle Island near Brunsthis damage the ship was successfully wick that the government is to build
raised and repaired.a picric acid plant costing $5,000,000
and an industrial town to cost $2,00,-00The plant will cover 500 acres,
NO TRACES OF POISON
and the industrial town 1,400 acres.
At
least
11,000 persons will bo emFOUND BY CHEMISTS IN
ployed. Another such plant also will
built nt Little Rock, Ark.
v
SALT FROM ALAMOG0RD0 bo America
is becoming the greatest
merchant marine nation in the world,
BRKIAL CnNXBRONOBNCB lO MOBNINO JOURNAL
and after the war will do an immense
Santa Fe, July 14. No traces of world-wid- e
commerce, in which the
poison have been found by the chemenlarged port facilities of the south are
ists at the state college in the samexpected to piny a great part.
ples of salt which, it was reported,
had filled ' cattle In the vicinity of FIRE IN OIL PLANT,
Alamogordo. The samples were, obDESTROYS TWO STILLS
tained from the dealer who had been
selling the salt to cattlemen. The first
(BY MORNINB JOURNAL BRieiAL LIABtO
trace of poison was round in a porWIRI)
Tulsa, Okla., July 14. Fire, caused
tion of the stomach of a' cow from
the Thomas Brother .herd. It was by a technical accident, broke out late
last night at tho plant here of the
found to he strychnine.
The Thomag Brothers have lost a ptJncle Sam Oil company and destroyed
few, head of cattle since but they were two stills before It was under control.
cows that had been 111 somo time and About 100,000 gallons1 of gasoline
in the vicinity was saved.
it IS now thought that the ndlu.m vunn stored
- No
administered locally and not through able. estimate of the damage is avail-

KPKAKS AT PASS CITY
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AawIIk1 rrB Cnrfeponanoe.)
Washington, Jaul. 14. A survey of
southern ports will be put unrterway
soon bv the Shipping Board's Port
and Harbor Facilities commission, as
part of the board's plan of developing
fuller use of southern harbors to relieve congestion In the east.
Shipment of sectional products such
as cotton, naval stores and lumber,
and even grain from the middle west,
through the ports of the. south, instead of through Norfolk, Baltimore,
Phlladolpsia, New York and Boston,
is expected to aid this winter in pre-

wjttlffiifl
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nrXCII AHMY

IS

14. Figures
Washington,
July
made public today by the army medi
cal corps furnish striking proof of the
success with whioh social disease
among the troops is being cOrbeld both
here and in France as- a result' of
cleaning up campaigns in communi;
ties near the camps.
In France the rate reported on
June 13 showed less than one new
case per 1.000 men each .week, the
average annual rate per thousand for
that period being: National guard.
76; regular army, 98; national army,
128. Medical authorities estimate the
annual rate in the United States for
PITTSBURGH PAPERS
all troops at 21
1,000,. which
TO CHARGE TEN CENTS would mean one new case per 1,000
every two weeks. .This disease, it Is
stated, claimed more victims than any
fRV MORNINa JOURNAL CR.ttlAI. Lt.RKO lIRlM
communicable , disease during
Pittsburgh, Pa., July 14. Pitts- other
burgh newspapers announced In their. the period from. September to May
Sunday , issues today that after this and more men were withdrawn from
date the price will he 10 cents for active service on account of It thanbecause of Injuries.
..,...Sunday editions. This Is made necessary, they advise, because of the. inPriests.
for
Seminary
crease 'of price of white print paper
Santa Fe, July;' 14. A national
fixed by the federal trade commission
shrine and 'seminary for candidates
'
,
at Washington.
for the priesthood Is to be established
Sunday papers Jiitherto sold lot
Guadalupe church In Santa
adjoining
seven cents.
Fe. ' A number of buildings are already available and the tract of land,
DRAFT AGE IDLERS ARE
pr rather garden, Is being surroundIN POLICE ROUNDUP ed by a high stone wall of ornamental
.
character. Archbishop Jt' B.' .Pita val,
who has lust resigned his high office,
far MoaNiNa journal apaciAL LBAaaa wiaaithe pope having accepted the resigna..Indianapolis, Ind., July 14. Out of tion, is deeply interested
in the pronearly 2,000 young men of draft age ject.
' : ..',
iyi'rounded up in government raids op
pool rooms, dance halls and ol her
Hnns Short of Brass,
Now York, July 14. The .German
public places last night 600 were
detained for ' questioning when they government is taking the brass plates
could,. not produce draft cards.
, from letter boxes In an effort to In
re- - crease the
. Eventually all but. twenty were
supply of metal needed for
'ethe war, say dermtn newspapers.
,
,

r

BEING STAMPED OUT wasEl Paso, Tex., July 14. Bastile day
celebrated here this evening with

IS DESTROYED BY FIRE
RPCCIAL

DISEASE

(By Newspark-- ' Kntcrpritie Ass'n.)
London, Jiily 14.- - So successful
hasHbeen' the 'work lof the admiralty
salvaging department that hopes are
now( being" raised that some of the
larger vessels' tdrpedood by the Germans may yet hp recovered.
" It Is not too
much to hope that the
Lusitanja may same day be rained,1
for (Salvaging 'methods are steadily
being Improved and tho efficiency of
the department is being increased.
' From
January, 115. to January,
260
recovered
1918, the admiralty
merchant ships sunk by the Germans in British waters. This year,
up.to the first of June, 147 ships have
been salvaged, or more than half the
number 'recovered last year.
' This
increase' Is not due- - to' the
but to
greater activity of
more efficient salvage methods.
The salvage workers are doing as
heroic work as sailors in a sea battle
or the men at the front. Many times
their Uvea are in peril. One salvage
vessel was torpedoed while at work on
a wreck. Gases fornred by rotting
cargoes in the holds of sunken vessels
have killed the workmen.
In many eases work which has tak
en days to perform is swept away by
a heavy sea.
One of jie most brilliant achievements of the department was the
raising of a collier partly filled Willi
coal, on top of which was another
's
sunken vessel which forced the
hull deeper into the sea bed.
It meant lifting a dead weight of
3,500 tons, and four lifting vessels,
with sixteen wire ropes three inches
thk'k, did the work. Successive lifts,
aided by the tide, with divers patching the holes In the wreck, and much
the
pumping, finally
accomplished
seemingly impossible feat of lifting
boththe sunken ships. The collier
was repaired and restored to service.
At present no ship can be raised
from a depth exceeding 120 feet, as
at tnis neptn the pneumatic tools used
for 'cutting and drilling the ship's
side refuse to work. But with Eng
lish and American ingenuity striving
constantly for improved methods, it
may some day be possible to recover
ships sunk in deep water.
As an example of how a ship can
be repaired n matter how badly
damaged, the admiralty cites a large
oil tank steamer, which with a large
cargo or benzine, struck a mine and

London, July 14. Maj. Gen. John
Riddle, commanding American forces
in the United Kingdom, was among
the guests ut the annual
h
dinner organized by the
n
patriotic league in London last
night. General Sir Francis Lloyd, replying to a toast, "aid:
"There can be no peace by negotiations and nothing but peace by the
sword. Now that we have an indescribable asset which has come over
to us across the; western waves at a
time we most needed It, we surely
should carry through and attain the
"
desired end." ,;
General Riddle read a message sent tne
salt.
by Marshal Joffre to General Perfih,
Anglo-Frenc-

London

derry. Captain Sir John and Lady
Ward, Admiral Sir Colin and Lady
Keppel, Lord Claud Hamilton and
of Shaftesbury, the
the Countess
menu consisted of turtle soup, filett
of sole, a cold dish, asparagus and
strawberries. There were twelve
other guests at the dinner,
The strawberries were grown in
the royal gardens at Windsor.
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MAJOH C.KNKRAL IUDDLrf
IS
Gl'KST AT A I)IXKK

AT

immediately

st-u-

Julv 1 4. Discussing
Stockholm,
new . "peace
Offensive,
Scandinavian newspapeis f;lve prominence to Ilcrlin dlsnatehcs picturing
Germany as ready for peace. They!
deal particularly with the Imperial
chancellor's alleged renunciation of
Belgium Some print dispatches from
Switzerland and other points In an
effort to show that the entente countries are in a receptive mood for
peace.
The Soclel .Demokraten of this city,
the organ of Iljalmar liranting, for
mer minister of finance, publishes in
large type a translation of an appeal.
The
made by the- French socialists.
paper thinks "tills is a very Important
flocumcnt as It proves the existence
V '
amongta large section of tho French B07.
In action, 5,431.,
Wounded
an
honordesire
u
circles
for
of
labor
;
Missing in action, Including prisable peace by understanding."
519.
The Svonska
Eladet of oners,
Morgen
Total to date, 10,050.
Stockholm features a Berne dispatch
."The marines' summary today fol
giving the text of nn appeal sent to
President Wilson by the Geneva com lows;.;' ;' B,. ',';. ,
Deaths, 78; wounded 1,045.
mittee for obtaining a genuine peace.
Ifi hands of enemy, 2; missing, 63
CiHitaln F. II. La Guardia (top) This appeal asks
president Wilson
Total, L.73 ",
of the
American
Flying Corps, "to take serious consideration of the
Officers included in the marine
'
from New German chancellor's speech."
who In a Congressman
.
corps summary were:
York city, and Lieutenant Albert
,athH.if 24; "wounhd, 24; miss
Spalding, the famous American vio''
linist, who are flying together In SOLDIERS ARE TOLD
ing 2.
vv?
This Is the first photograph
Tha army summary dors not note
Italy.
HOW TO LACE SHOES the number of officers included.
obtained of these two valorous fight-ler- s
since hey left America. Captain
a
made
La Guardia recently
Igng
Af MORNINtt JOURNAL RRRCIAL LtARRD INS
y
flight in a t'aproni
Port Bliss, Tex., July 14. Lace the ANNIVERSARY BASTILE'S
and
Milan
to
hack,
Koine
from
plane
shoes six eyelets from the bottom) pull
FALt CELEBRATED IN
He commands one of the American
aviation camps in Italy! Lieutenant the strings tiulit, then lace the resnoe
the
mainder
of
Charle
loosely,
FRENCH
CAPITAL
Spalding has also been cyjumended
shoe and foot
Rokh.ir, government
for his work.
expert, told the men in camp hers
when he lectured to them on the care
(Continued from race One.)
MEXICAN LABORERS
of the feet. By lacing the army shoes points being crowdec.
Many per
CROSSING TO U. S, In this way the shoe is tight Where It sons had taken up their positions
braces the foot and loose where the the night before.
In
play of the ankle is necessary
iBr MORNINO JOURNAL BPICtAL LKASID WIRE)
H.VSTILE 1.Y
El Paso, Tex.. July 14. Mexlcar marching, the Bhoe expert said.
Mr. Rokhar is In charge of the shoe
OX AMKKIC.W FROXT'
field hands, irrigation
mechanics,
ditch tenders and railroad track repair Bhops at San Antonio, Fort
TC.
in
With
Forces
Amcfican
N.
the
M., Deming,
workers are crossing from Mexico at Bliss, Columbus,
14 (by trie Associated
the average rale of 100 a day, figures M., Douglas and Fort Huaehuca, Ariz. France, July
in the border immigration office here His home wa In El Paso, where he Press.) Americans on all the Amershow. President Carranza recently is- conducted a shoe repairing shop. He ican fronts JoiBed their French comthe French fete
sued an order permitting these work- was asked by the government to su- rades in celebrating wrffe
ihe French
men to leave the country and seek pervise shoe repairing and lecture on day. .The Americans
the care of the feeV He has invented national emblem and decorated their
employment In the United States, and a number of mechanical means of billets and motor cars with
French
free transportation is being furnished
correcting foot troubles and is an ex- flags. The villages in the rear of tho
2,000 of these laborers.'
Work is scarce in the interior of the pert on correcting broken arches. In lines were profusely decorated with
his lecture he tells the men to use tbo flags of all thet fillies.
republic and all of the Mexican labor- ball of the
as a center of balanc
Showers fallefli td 'keen the crowds
ers returning to.
country and warns fosf
them against allowing the indoors. Soldier and civilians promwith the advent of cold weather, the
shoe heels to run
thus throwing enaded the streets and exchanged
secretary of the interior readily con- them off, balance over,
and causing many holiday greetings,
sented to have them leave for the
He also Inspects the
While there was "no set program,
summer. It has been necessary for foot troubles.
of broken tho Americans entered into the spirit
the American consulate in Juarez to soldiers' feet for symptoms
arches, bunyons, blistered heels and of the day in the same way they celeenlarge Its force lii order to attend other foot ailments.
brated Independence day. Those who
to the applications for passports to
were able to obtain passes went to
the UniAed States. No head tax or
Paris. Others
remained at their
educational tests are required of this
posts, mingling with the French solclass of Immigration labor.
diers and civilians and renewing
pledges thatthe two republics will
RATIONING RULES AT
fight until victory is attained.
German's

v.

your .newspaper
advertisements and

giving fiftyone

(Y

London, July 14. Simplicity Is tho
order of the day at Buckingham
palace. Strict rationing applies to all
meals, owing to thY war. At a re
cent dinner party, among the guests
of the king and queen being the
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For many months
Pittsburgh,
was not able tcyjo my work owing to
a weakness wnicn
caused backache
and headaches,
friend called my1
attention to one of
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Scandinavian Press Interprets theWashington, July 14. Casualties in England - Saved 260 Ships Survey Will Be Put Under Way
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PUBLIC NOTICE

The' Store will be closed Today

Store wil be open tonight' till 9

of clerks a free hand to arrange

With a reason and a purpose. We need money, and must raise $8,500.00 in the next six days. Our entire
stock will be a mass of bargains, we must have the cold cash big, round, hard silver dollars and j Eight
Thousand Five Hundred of them. We are loaded down with beautiful merchandise
Men this is your
chance! Sale Starts Today.

and remark the stock for the final
clash.

All $1.25 and $1.50
MEN'S TENNIS SHOES AND

Final Clash

p.00

r

O'clock

50 Dozen

UP

mm

Store Opens today, July 15, at 1 p. m.
'
BIG SLAUGHTER SALE

G OTIi

at

15c valuesp go

j

lc

All $10.00 to $18.00
MEN'S PALM BEACH SUITS

Remember We carry the best brands of merchandise that are made in the United States, Hart Schaf-ne- r
& Marx suits and overcoats, Hanan and Douglas-shoes- ;
John B. Stetson hats; Manhattan shirts, Hart-nian- n
trunks and suit cases. We could use space after space telling you of the merits of these makes that your
fathers and grandfathers knew in their day to be the greatest makes in the world, and they still hold the
name. Jhesc are. the goods we arc offering you today at sensational low prices. Don't delay act quickly.

Final Clash

rf

CANVAS GLOVES

Buy $1 Worth of Merchandise for 25c

All this season's newest styles

s

2c

-

DRESS SHOES AND OXFORDS

,

15c values, Final Clash

'

W. L. Douglas

$3.98

1

,

Big Lot of
MEN'S HANDKERCHIEFS

And will continue until Saturday when the greatest Clothing Sale Albuquerque people have ever witnessed will end So act promptly, for, often you will

-

;

All $5.00 to

jjy 15, at

(Q)(j SI

OXFORDS

59 c

'

o'clock.

until I P. M., to give an army

In all styles and shades
' '

Final ' Clash

?o

$2.98

'

'

87.98

n

Store Open TONIGHT Until
,
.

.

.

.

.

!

9

-

.

.

o'Clock.

The Sale With Honest Values
for a time, although sniping was carried on by both sides. Still the soldiers do not mind this as much he
added as they do tho heavy shilling.
This la where Private CollinRe was
wounded.
"I was returning from" a bombing
expedition after we had sent twelve
Herman prisoners bark from no man's
land," mud Private Collinge, "when
a bomb was hurled In my direction. 1
picked it up to throw it back when
It eploded, carrying away my tight
forearm and wounding me In my
right cheek, right eye ami forehead.
We were successful in getting back to
the,trcpches 'although three of us

NIGHTS WITHOUT
FOOD

..

COLLI

Wounded Canadian Who Is to
Speak io Men Here Thursday, Says Allies Take
'
Trenches Against Odds,
That the allies often take trenches
against great odds is pictured In the
experiences told by Private W. E. CoU
n
linge of the
regiment

v

Qf.

:

complint."

;

.

H

.At the battle of Swlnchey Private
Collinge continued the trenches were
forty feet apart and were In the shape
of a duck's bill thus, being known as
theduoka bill trenches. Here also
there were many. killed and wounded
la no man's land.
.i "When the Red Crocs men
attend tQ.
the wounded on the 'field they are
ne
fired, on by the German snlpori
lieutenant went out to bring In a German "soldier who wag wounded. 'After
the lieutenant had given him water
and had attended, to .his wounds and
placed the wounded man across his
back, the German pulled a stiletto and
stabbed him in the back, killing him.
That lesgon taught the Canadians that

the

bsst-fiQld

dressing for a German

wounded Is a Canadian steel bulled or
"
six inches of cold steel." "
; Wounded From Bomb.
From here Private Collinge said he
t
went to Plonghstraate where
adjans had taken the place of the
Euglisb. lads. Everythlug was quiet
the-Can-

FIRM

HARVESTER

HIRED FOR LIGHT

AT TT1F, THRATRRS

TOPAV.

"B" TluWT Repeating Sergeant throned It.
All the high spots in Sergeant EmArthur Guy Empey in "Over the Top."
'
pey's
Dark.-great book will be seen in the
,
Theater
Crystal
Private Guy B. Miller of Albuuuer
Tlictcr-i-GladLeslie star- picture, and expense or pains were
Ijric
que, member of the 12Sth infantry,
WILL BE CHANGED
III SHOPS ring in "The Soap Girl," a Vitagraph not spared to make every scene as
in Franco,
who is ill in a hospital
comedy, realistic as posstble. For instance,
feature, with a one-rewrites in a letter to D. 11. Cuius her
'
the trench scene. were filmed at
"Romans and Ruscals."
that parts of France remind him ol
Tom Camp Wheeler, near Maconv Ga., one
l'uxllnin TlioaNT Repeating
California. He writes that he in no!
ot Uncle fram's biggest training camps.
two-rowomen will be put to work Mix In "Ace High," and
In the hospital from bullet wounds bul Company
Accepts Offer of In That
President Smith, In view of the paSunshine comedy.
the
Fe
111.
Santa
hero
for
in
Is
all
He
shops
he
says
part:
that
merely
triotic nature of tire picture, was able
of
of
Commerce
machine
Chamber
work
light
and
it
wherever
to obtain from the war department a
"I am really in the nice, sunny pari
is posHlble to employthem was the JIT Tini I.YRIC.
of France. This part reminds me ol
Will announcement,
star. permit to film certain scenes within
Gladys
tiny
Ind,;
Leslle.Vitagraph's
Frankfort,
Hickey
of
J.
R.
meSexton,
California. I am right on the Med
Irrepressible In quick changing moods, the camji limits. Sergeant Empey and
superlntnedent of the west- with
Secure Deed for Directors, chanical
ierranean sea. In fact my window
golden hair' and her "million dol his entire company, Including cameraern
lines
the
for
southern
of
district
here in the hospital, looks right out
lar smile," fairly radiates love and men mid directors, went to Georgia
the
Fe
Santa
who
was
in
railroad,
over the surf.
"
happiness Iri the role of Marjorle, in and worked shoulder to shoulder with
'vTlie Bryan Harvester company, Albuquerque yesterday.
, ' I was up to the front line trench"The. Soap Girl," the Blue Ribbon the soldiers In trench construction and
Mr. Sexton said that women would
.
'
.
war iwork.
es for a while some time back. It which has its headquarters In Albufeature, which will be the attraction other
.i . i .,..
.i .
-- . .
i...
in uiu
wasn't so bad, but of course theril querque, has accepted the offer of not only be employed nl the Albu- at the Lyric theater today. ...
wini ku furpicture,
Miss' Leslie, who in two recent re. ther than these soldiers for he will
was lots of noise. I am getting the the Chamber of Commerce of Frank- querque shops but In all Hhops along
best of care and treatment here and fort, Ind., to locate its headquarters the line. One woman. Miss Wilson, leases, "Huj Own People" and "The tie seen in bomb throwing, bayonet
the climate is fine, but thut isn't lik there, it was announced by officials Is already employed In tho air room Little Runaway," wus most charming duels and charges, and. other
of tho firm yesterday. The company of the citr department here, having and faithful as an Irish lassie pn her
fighting tactics, in which his ex- tho old sandhills of New Mexico.'
will not. nmke a Change for; ninety started to work only reoently. Appli- native heath,' blossoms forth In this Dfi ipnr'DB in n i aurnmsn wn nn r n a n
days, however, and will continue to cations from other Yonien will be latest plcturo as the petted and im- the trenches, won him
promotion.
retain a branch office at Albuquerque connldercd at once.
FRANK MYERS AND MISS
perious daughter of a millionaire and, "No Man's' Land will be specially feaot night
even after tho change.
tured
and
the
hazardous
work
According to officials, Miss Wilson incidentally,, her beauty is enhanced
GUTCHALL ARE MARRIED
The offer made by the city of who is working In' the shops, says the by a number of very smart, girlish raiders shown, as, they cross the few
d
' scant yards of
Frankfort consists q nine acres of work is not as heavy as tho work frocks and- gowns.
ground
she formerly did In a laundry. Mr.
Marjorle, "The- Soap Girl," wiHhes separating enemy lines,' and seek to
Miss Kthel GutAhall and ' Frank ground on which l located a buildingthe
Hurl
'
between to break into society only because penetrate
entanglements for
by 340 feet. The building was Sexton said he believed
Meyer, both employes of tho United -100
twenty-fiv- e
and thirty women could Richard Van Rulil, her sweetheart, Is prisoners or valuable information. It
JBtates forest service heie, were mar. constructed orglnally for: an automo
one
was
these
of
trip that. Empey re.
Hed at 2:30 o'clock yesterday after- bile shop, having concrete floors. The be put to work In the shops here, to "In." But Mai Jorld's father Is piling
three bullet wounds and lay
noon at the homo of Mrs. A. Harsch, ground lies botween'4he Pennsylvania
advantage. They- receive tho same up his millions making soap and ceived
thirty-eigunconscious
for
hours beand. his
221 South Broadway. Tne Kev. C. O. add Monon railroads and spurs of wages that are paid the men, he therefore is a tradesman
fore being discovered
to
to
both
is
not
lines.
qd
load
desirable,
dragged
The
track
added.
daughter
ground
according
of
Lead
Avenu(
the
Beckman, pastor
,
,
who Mrs. Van Ruhl, social arbiter and within hs
y
Other mechanical officials
Methodist vKi8copal church, per- lies so as to afford Umjile room for
? ...
Every phase of work now being perwere here yesterday for a general Richard's aunt,
formed the ceremony. Only immedi- 'future building along the railroad.
Whereupon Marjorle, knowing that formed by American soldiers on the
The offer to the company indicates conference, were: H. 8. Wall, meate relatives and friends attended the
the faith tho Frankfort citizens have chanical superintendent of the Santa Mrs. Van Ruhl'a ancestors made, their fighting line will be pictured ejid
weddlw.
n
D. Hitchcock, money selling rum to Indians, buys a there are few persons better equipped
W.
Fe coast lines,
Tho groom has lived all his life In in trie possibilities of the Bryan
than ,Empey la
by actual experience
master mechanic at Wlnslow; W. D. distillery and gracing a trademark lead
trucks, tractors' and automoAlbuquerque, being at one time a stu
such work. ' He Is
a soldier
.
.
dont at the University of New Mex biles.
Deveny, mechanical superintendent of with the austere features of that lady, of fortune. Bprb In truly he
Utah,
spent
and wins
M. E. Hickey, attorney for the comico. The bride is also popular with
the southern, district with headquar- quickly brings her
Wyoming,
socioty and- also wins his childhood on a ranch In.
the younger set. The couple left yes- - pany,, will leave for Frankfort this ters af Amarillo, and F. L. Fletcher, her way into
'
'
building up the . rugged constitution
$ ,
terday afternoon on train No. 2 for week to secure the deed to the prop master mechanic at Haton. The five Richard,
which stood him In such, good stead
the east .on a honeymoon trip. They erty and to make necessary arrange- left for their ' respective homes last
in later tests.. He was educated In the
AT THE vHf - ?."" ;"'
will return in a few weeks to make ments for placing the company on an night.
public schools In Brooklyn.- where he
even firmer basis. :,Mr. Hickey's duty
Sergeant Arthur City Empey, who won
'
theichome in Albuquerque.
recognition as a football
and
appear as the hero in Vltagraph's
bf going to Frankfort to look after
pleturixation of his famous war book, baseball player,
the firm's business: is considered one 6 NEW MEMBERS JOINED
was not exactly, a
"Over the
DEATHS AND FUNERALS
of special honor.. Backers of the
PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH novice whenTop,"
he stepped before . the GOVERNMENT CONTROL'
project say that the., ability of Mr.
in Vltagraph's Brooklyn plant
.
ir-r- n
TAoi
Hickey has already been shown in'hls
AT SANTA FE SUNDAY camera
iviiii-viKWilliam Dumont.
mHi . .1 i mm
w r i iwwnuyy
l ll l
for the, filming .of . the first scenes.
iiiuuu
William Dumont, 49 years old. died patriotic enterprises,;; fn: social and
Those who read the book will recall
is
affairs
here
business
he
and
that
his
at
o'clock
at'12
Momma mimmal rarai. tune
'Saturday night
eoRmwmMiNei to wohin iouhmali one of the most interesting arft amus.
ini
the proper man to handle the work rapisiAi.
Santa
homoon Bouth Walter street. He before
Fe, July 14. In the First ling chapters devoted to a
Washington, July 14
Gfivernmeiit
..
him.
.,..
description
t
;:.
111.,
No
last
came here from Dulena,
rresbyterlan church this forenoon the of the presentation of a play on. the control of the tobacco Industry may
new pastor. Rev. J. W. Hamblin, re battle linos for tbo entertainment of result from ' the heavy requirements
vember. He was a carpenter by trade.
of the allies and
ceived six. new members . Into the the
His wife and one daughter were with
milifighting men. Empey organized
Another man drops: dead.
him when death came:
'church and baptized a boy.
the performance, selecting his cast tary forces abroad. Rationing of the
In all of the churches tho presi- from
daughter lives Jr Dalena, The body
population la, believed to
among the soldiers, directing American
going
was taken to C. T. French's undertak
be ft possibility. '
dent's proclamation regarding the ob- them and
'
,
as' stage manager.
acting
servance of Bastile day was read and
The , war Industries board aning rooms. FuneraK, arrangements "',
Albert E. Smith,, president of the
'
Martines-tow- n
Chaves
of
Tranquilino
will likely be announced today.
roe ,to their feet' to Vitagraph company and who has a nounced that it. has been conducting
of Sheriff, Rafael congregations
anJ
From the
express their approval.
to determine ths
for picking screen stars. an investigation
dead
Garcia
about
500.
dropped
yards capitol, postoffice,, museum and other reputation
BELGIAN CHILDREN
a requirements abroad and, the amount
from his homo lat Saturday night, public buildings. In the churches and says, that Empey is a. natural and
forceful actor, whose dramatic -- tnH that must ' be conserved. '", It estiBEING GERMANIZED He was apparently welj
supper from many business houses and resi- stlncts are
Mr. mates approximately
of
highly
developed.
ft
went
to
downtown
time and
barber dences tho French
was flupg Smith has watched the
close tho leaf tobacco raised In this cotm--tr- y
sergeant
his
return
he called tot during the day.
shop. Upon
1917
In
fT MOHNIN0 JOtlftNAI. upwcial L(tO Wlffll-will
be available;; Amly at his work, on his picture at .the
New York, July 14. One of the help and fell down. Neighbors living
Vitagraph Brooklyn plant and Is high erican manufacturers. Oiit of this
methods practiced by the German au- -' near his home heard him call and ran AGREE WITH WILSON IS
come
must
ly gratified. Being a patriotic fighting
cigarette and pipe tobacto him. They carried him into a
tnomies to uormanize ceis'u"
picture, Empey naturally enters Into co for trooru riot veti nwrui unit
and summoned a doctor. .but
DEMANDED OF AUSTRIA It with all his enthusiasm.
force the German language upon Bel
and, .un- exports of '.manufactured' tobacco in
giari children,, This 4s indicated .by. before he arrived, Chaves was rdead.
bounded energy. ..
.
addition to ,.clgartte:'andi tobaccd"
an article in- the Cologne Gazette, a Appoplexy wag given as the cause of
MOMNIM
JoumtAl mKItt UlHI WR
"Over
the
the
of
scenario
Top,"
purchased hew for ' Belgium.. ,
"
copy of which has been received here. death.
Paris. July 14. The Arbelter Zei-tu- which was prepared by, Robert Gor
The crop In 191T was l,19,000,0OO
- Ten German
Chaves is survived by tw daughschools, the w paper
of Vienna, the official organ of don Anderson of G. P. Putnam's Sonsi pounds and of this , th board uil.
in the Austrian social democrats, accord
says, have been 'established in Bel- ters Who live here and.: one-soand who is Empey's literary manater, mates' 8&0 Ana AAft ruinl.L .m km
gium and in addition the children of Gallup. .jHis wife died .ten years ago. ing to a dispatch received by the Hav- - jq not only a war plcturedepictlng avaUabla this year for United Statss
Germans In Belgium are betas: gath The liorty a ys taken to Frd Crollott's a Agency, demands tha government graphically fighting conditions .and,
, whila v S4i.000.00O
ered in nomcs lor cnuorcn and in i undertaking room Funeral arrange-- , come to an agreement 'with President based on actual happenings as 'Empey toanufaeturers,
ot lear win. pa Bvaipia ror
n
punjins,
4truoted-l- a
.
Ui tternin lunguage,
be
'
mentij wjl
anaoijncetl tater4
r ,
Wilson, , f .
;
experienced them, but it also la . a tzyort to U fXlsa.
M uhi
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DUKE CITY SOLDIER ILL
AT HOSPITAL IN FRANCE

to

-

es

'.

FLIPS FROM THE F1LLVMS

WOMEN WILL BE;

?

Scotch-Canadia-

who was In Albuquerque yesterday.
Private Collinge, who had his right
arm blown away and the sight of
his right eye destroyed while he was
a member of the "Fighting Seventh"
sometimes known as the "toadies
from Hell," will speak to men only
at the Presbyterian church Thursday
Hevwlll not only tell Albunight.
querque men of .his experiences iri
the fighting one but also of the atro-citias practiced by the Huns!
Private Collinge entered the Canadian army In 1915 and had ' nine
months actual fighting experience on
the front. His first battle was that of
FeBteubert.
., '
"in this battle Private Collinge,
said yesterday, "the Oermans Area
from seven to nine shells an hour and
were answered by the Canadians at
the rate of 250 cr 300 shells an. hour.
The battle lasted for six days arid
nights and during that time the Sol- diers were practically without food.
Although 'we were outnumbered five
and seven men to one, we took four
lines of trenches. Three Germans were"
killed to every Canadian. On the sew
enth night tt took 3,000 of us from
& o'clock in
the evening until 4 o'clock
in the morning to bury our dead and
attend to the wounded. Many of the
woundjd laid on that battlefield for
six days and nights without anything?
to eat, but not one. of them. made a

audience in Helen Saturday night and
will make another address there
Tucstiuy, returning here Wednesday!

own-lines-

.

steam-drive-

were almost dead. I had three Inches
of mv arm aihnutated with an ordi
nary jackknife and without an an- -

aesthetic. JFor the first hour after being taken to the hospital I Bmokedv
thirty cigaiets."
,
.Private Collinge then said he was
to
Cross
Ked
a
removed
hospital
where he wits given every attention
b
that oould
given, him." For five
weeks he laid blind and paralysed but
still happy, to think he came out of
.

it so lucky.

"After ten months in thr1ospltal,"
he said, "I received an artificial arm.
This arm is one of the handiest things
to worjt .with. Finally I was sent home
where I remained for one year. Thonce
was sent on this tour I am making."
Private Collinge was also gassed.
He says he never wants to experience
the gas again and he says the soldiers
will never need to as they are amply
protected in the helmets they wear.
u men ana women or Uanada he said
who. are more than 18 years of age
have to register and tell the kind of
work they prefer. If they want to go
overseas, they arelikely to be called.
' ' '
May Raim Tobacco Fond.
William' R. McStay. advance " agent
'or Private Collinge aria the latter are
considering-the- practicability of raising a Samny tobacco fund while here.
If this is deefded it Is likely that the
stumn
money, will Ike raised at
speech on the street Wednesday. Pri
vate Collinge raised $2,593 for the
Sammle tobacco, fund in this way at
san Francisco,
The Canadian soldier addressed an
,
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Albuquerque Morning Journal, Monday, July 15, 1918.
Publisher Accused of Receiving German Money
ES
BOUND

A Change in

Roll

Tire Inflation

iT

AND TIGERS WIN

Your casing should last

longer with the

Are

ISf

Corner Central Avenue and Fifth Street.

MOMNINfl

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED

........

Chicago
New York

Pittsburgh
Philadelphia

PIUS

OVER

Cincinnati
Boston
St. Louis
Brooklyn

'.

.

Cubs Garner 13 Hits and Win
an Extra Inning Session,
9 to 5; Reds Take Opening
Game From McGraw's Clan
1ST

MBRNINtt JOUftNAi

SPEriAL

LEASED WISE!

July 14. I'hicHgro went on
a batting rampage today and pounded
out a victory over Philadelphia.
Snappy fielding held Philadelphia
ChicaKO,

Philadelphia.

AB. R.
5
5
5

wt

Williams, cf
Stock, Kb

I,uderu.

lb

......

Meusel, If
ri
tiiniii,
Hemingway,
Euros, e
Oeschger, p
xAdams

2f)

..

II.l'O.

A. E.
4

0

2

0

1

i

4

9
2

2
0

u
2

"

J

3

0
0
0
0

0
0

G

1

1

4

0

2

f

i
0

3

i

11011

1

o

o

1:1

1

0

0

39 5 12 24 16
Totals
x Batted for Oeschger In ninth.
Chicago.
AB. R.

Klack. if
Hollocher, sa
Mann, If
Merkle.

Beaton
New York
Cleveland
Washington
St. Louis
Chicago
Detroit

.

O

Farrell,

c

6
0

1

1

3

0

1

0

1

4

1

1

6

4

1

1

3

0
2

2
2

4
it

.

Tyler, p

.

0

2

10
10
2
7

2

2
n

0
9
2

i

ii

1

0

1

1

0

3

3

2

1

1

0
0

9 13 27

11

3

.

A

0025

001 200

i..

1
002 502 OOx
Chicago
hits Luderus
Summary: Two-bas- e
.Adams. Three base hits Flack,
Stolon bases Bancroft, Burns.
hits Killifer,
Zelder (2). -- Sacrifice
Deal. Sacrifice fly Holloeher. Double
play Deal to Zelder to Merkle. Base
on Talls Off Oeschger 2, Tyler 2.
'
Struck out Tyler 4.
,

r.

Cincinnati 9j New York S.
Cincinnati, July 14. Cincinnati hit
Demaree hard In the first game of the
series', winning 9 to 5. Groh, RoUBh
and Chase each made four hits out
of five times up. Ring pitched well
except In two innings. Score:
l lucaxo.
AB. R. II. PO. A. H.
4
0
0
0
Burns, cf
1
1
0
4
0 0
Young, rf
1

1

Fletcher,

.....
...3
4
.

as

4

Doyle, 2b
Zimmerman, 8b
Wllhoit, If
Holke. lb . . .
McCurty, c
Demaree, p
Sicking, x ..'

.......
.

0

1

4

1

3
4

5
6
4

1

0
0

8

1

2

1

1

4

1

3

4

0
0
0

I

8
2

2
0
2
0

.

2
1

1

0
0

0

33 5 8 24 19
Totals
x Batted for' Demaree iu ninth.
Cincinnati.
AB. R. II. PO. A.
1
4
1
5
3
3b
Groh,
1
Magee, 2b .'. . . . 5 2 0
1
5
0
2
Rouuh, cf
1 IK
4
1
5
Chase, lb

Griffith, rf

.......
.......

8. Magee, If

Wlngo, c
Rln. p

r.

0
1

3

,1

1

.

3

'5

. .

3
4
4

0
0
0
0

1

2
0
o

4

;

Blackburne, m
.

4
0

2

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
3

15.

0
0
1

0
0
0

3,10
2
1

1

. . .37
9 1
27 11 3
Totals
New York . . . . . , 300 000 200 0
Cincinnati
.000 120 33x f
e
hits Roush
Summary:
Chase (2). Three-bas- e
hits Wllhoit
Holke.
Home run Roush.
Stolcr
base
Sicking (2). Sacrifice Jilt
Demaree. Double plays Fletcher tr
Doyle to Holke (21). Bases on balls-- Off
Struct
Ring 3, off Demaree 3.
out By Ring 1, by Demaree 2.
.'

.........
Two-bas-

Boston
bt. Louis
St. Louis, Mo
July 14. Boston"'
.won two games' from St. Louis. Murphy's hitting won the first. An error
by Mcllenry In the ttilrd Inning of the
second ganiS permitted Boston to
score two runs.
R. II. 13.
First game-r-scoBoston . .....920 110 0228 10 3
,8t. Louis ....201 100 0004 9 3
Batteries: Nehf and Henry; Ames
and Gonzales.
R. H. E.
Sceoud game score:
1
102 100 0004 14
Hoston
3 10
1'
002 001 000
St. Louis
Batteries; Rudolph and Wilson;
Doak, Sherdell and Gonzales.
8-- 4;

37
40
40
44
47
40

,

47
43
4

6

41
38
38
33
27

Philadelphia

L.

f

35
38
40
39
40
46
47

.305

whereTheyplay today
lKAtUK.

NATIONAL

KIM)

1

3.

re:

4,0
2

1

0

S

10 14

0
0

0

1

0

3

1

1

2
0

1

1

0

33

7

8

27

8

1

4

Wu.sliington.

AH. K. H. PO. A. E
4
4
4
3
4
3

.

3
3
1
1

1

0

Totals

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3

1

0
6
6
0
0
6

1

1
1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

31

1

5

310

3
0

0

10

0
1
1

8

1

1

2

0
0
0
0
0

10

0
0

0
0

0

27 11

0

0
1

x Batted fur Shuw in eighth.
Score by innings:
Detroit
......000 050 0207
000 000 000 0
Washington
e
hits Veach
Summary:
.Schulte, Foster . Three Iwibb hit
Hellmann. Stolen banes Cobb, Shanks
Hellmann, Coffey. Double play Bush
to Coffey to Heilinan. Left on bases
detroit, 0; Washington, 7; First
Ikiho on errors Detroit 1. Base o
balls Off Ayers 2; 'Boland 2; Shaw
2. Innings pitched
Shaw
Ayers 4
3
Hovlik 1. Hit by pitcher By
Boland (Johnson). Struck out Ayers
1; Shaw 3: Boland 1; Hovlik 1. Passed ball PIclnlch.
Two-ban-

Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
New York at Cincinnati.
Philadelphia at Chicago.
AMERICAN LKAGI K.
tiefroit at Washington.
Chicago at Boston.
St. Ixiuis at Philadelphia.
Cleveland at New York.

3;

ASSOCIATION

At Indianapolis
Columbus
At Kansas City
Milwaukee
At Minneapolis
St. Paul
Louisville 11-At Toledo

I

2;

8;

6.

GIVES
HIGHLAND
SLUGGERS
CONTEST FR0M BROWNS

HARD

.....

Judge, lb
Shanks, 2b
Pel'. Schulte, rf
,578 Johnson, cf
.651 La van, ss
.64? PIclnlch, c
.501 Ayer, p
.494 Shaw, p
.487 xMllan,
.42.7 Hovlik, p

3.

e

34
Totals
Score by Innings:

Philadelphia

A. K.

3

S

lb;
Deaf. 8b ..
Zelder, 2b .......

II.PO.

0
0

..5

.

AMERICAN

1

1

5

Paskert, cf

0
0
0
0
0

1

2

.33

Sfl

Muslim at St. Louis.

1

4

.705 Stanage, c
.644 Boland, p
.500
.467
Totals
.459
,443
.413 Shotton, If
.355 Foster, 3b

23

W.

score down. Score:

Pancroft,

65
43
37
36
34
35
33
27

Harper, if
Pet Coffey, 2b

LKAtilK.

A.MLKICAIV

.

HITTING

Cleveland 7; New York 1.
Cleveland, July 14. Cleveland won
from New York. The squeeze play
was worked successfully twice In the
fourth of Cleveland. New York's only
run was made in the ninth, when
Hyatt, batting for Keating, doubled
and scored on Baker's single. Score:
New York.
AB. R. II. PO. A. E.
0
3
0
0
0
2
Gllhooley, rf
Peckinpaugh, ns . . 4 0 0 2 6 0
1
4
0
3
0
2
Baker, 3b

defeated
0
0
0
4
0
3
on the Pratt. 2b
Barelas grounds yesterday afternoon. Pipp lb
;. 3 0 2 9 0 1
1
1
1
2
2
0
This Is the fourth time the Sluggers Caldwell, cf
3
0
0 2 1,0
have won from the Browns this sea- Miller, If
son. The hard hitting of the Sluggers Hannah, c
3
0
0 2 3 0
2
was a feature of the contest. The hit- Ruanell, p
0
0 0 2 0
0
0
0 0 1 0
ting Included two home runs and a Keating, p
three-bas- e
1
hit by IX Chaves, three Hyatt
1
1
0 0 0
base hits by Moxe Chaves. Burns and
Manuel Chaves, and a
by
Totals
.29 1 5 24 17 2
Cordova.
Davis, former O. R. E.
Clcvelnnd.
player, held down the second sack for
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
the .Sluggers yesterday, having con- Chapman, ss
1
3
2
4
1
0
sented to play regularly with the
1
2
1
8 0 0
lb
Johnston,
team. He made four hits out of five
0
0
2
3
Speaker, cf
times at bat.
1
0
2
2
rf
The Sluggers yesterday Issued a Roth,
2b' . . 4 2 2 1 2 0
Wambsganss,
challenge to any team in the city. Wood. If
0
1
0
2
2
4
They have only lost two games this Evans. 3b
0
0
4
4
0
2
season and are even willing to
4
0 1 5 2 0
with a team picked O'Neill, c
a try-o1
0 3 0
3
from the other nines In tho city. They Bagby. p
have an open date next Sunday. The
30 7 12x28 10 2
Totals
batteries of the teams yesterday were:
in ninth.
for
Batted
Keating
and
I).
Chafes
Sluggerb Gonzales,
xRussell out in sixth, stepped o
Mose Chaves. Browns
Napoleon and
his own batted ball.
Sanchez.
Score by iivnlngs:
000 000 0011
New York
A
BY
CHICAGO LEADS
000 310 30x 7
Cleveland
e
hits Bagby
Summary:
GOOD MARGIN IN RACE
Hyatt.. Stolen
Wambsganss,
IN NATIONAL LEAGUE
Sacrifice hit Johnston.
Doublo plays O'Neill to Chapman;
tlV MOMNINa JOUHNAL SPECIAL LUIID WIE
Chapman, Wambsganss to Johnston.
New York, July 14. With the Base on balls Off RuBsell 2. Keatsell
races
half-wa- y
mark in the pennant
ing 2. Bagby 2. Innings pitched-Ruspanned during the last week, the Chi
5, Keating 3. Struck out By
cago Nationals lead New York by Bagby 4, Keating 2.
aeven and one-hagames.
th tho American league, Boston is
netting the. pace with New York three
games behind. The Cubs won Hi
PACIFIC COAST LEAGUE
games out of nine last week and the
Jiants broke even In eight. The tied
Oakland
Kox won five and lost two and the
saeramciH
,
Yankees won four.out of seven.
Ban Francinco, July 14.
R. H. E.
The Pittsburgh and phtladelphlu
Score Morning game:
3
...0.-Nationals and Cleveland and Wash- Sacramento
1
3
:
ington Americans made no progress. Oakland
The Cincinnati arid St. Iwls Nation
Batteries: West and McNulty;
'
als and St. Louis and Philadelphia Prough and Mitzo.
Americans each had a winning week. ' Score Afternoon game: ' R. It. E.
$
Sacramento
0 6
Oakland
BASEBALL CLASSED AS
Batteries: Leake and McNulty; R
TRADE
Arlett' and Murray.
(
The Highland
Sluggers
the Barclns Browns 10 to

3

two-bagg- er

'

11

12

con-Rid-

ut

Two-bas-

base-John- ston.

lf

8-- 0.

0--

'

,

','

BY MASS. DRAFT, BOARD

Kan FraiiHueo

2--

Ijos

AiVfrWea

J

Los Angeles, July 4.
R- H. B.
Score Morning game:
coaacssoNMNCS
Joum.lt
nncui
0
2 12
.'!
Boston-Mass.July 14. Baseball San Francisco
oc Los Angeles . . ... . . . . '. , . . .3 9 - 0
was classed as a
Batteries: Baum and Brooks; Cran-da- ll
cupation hy the Brlgton local draf
board today in deciding a test ease
and Boies
R. H. E.
Score Afternoon game:
brought by John Park Henry, catcher
18
9
for tho Boston National league base San Francisco
.5 It) 2
ball team, against Provost Marshal Los Angoles. ..
Batteries: O'Doul and McKee; VaGeneral Crowdor's "work or flgh'
rules.
lencia. Perrltt, Fittery and Lapan.
The board founfi that the amount
Vernon 3 j Salt Iakc
of relief from war strain furnished by
Salt Lake City, July 1.tho game was overestimated by the
R- - H. E.
' Score First game;. ,
registrant in his affidavit and that
14 0
baseball's financial contribution to the Vernon
2
t
war was no larger materially than the Salt Lake City
Chech and DoVormer;
Batteries:
voluntary sacrifices of "many millions
V
Penner and Dunn.
of citizens.";
111
R. H. E.
Score Seoond game:
V; - PRIDE OP HEART.
8
Vernon
...3
',
'
1
The pride of thine heart hath de Salt Lake City
...6
ceived thee, thou that dwelleth in the
and
Alcock;
Batteries:
Reiger
clefts of the rock, whose habitation is
and Dunn, v (Called In seventh
high; that saith In his heart, who inning to allow Vernon to catch
shall bring me down to the. round
'
TO

......

MOONlNd

-

I

...

;....
.......

9--

''

2-- 5.

-

.

.........

Wll-let-

-

uoeaian, t.

train.)'

2.

The list Included Private Harry B.
r,
Pendleton, 2514 Champa street,
and Deinoice VV. Kuysdale,
Tex., killed. In action; Lieut.
John A. White, Jr.. of Clarksvllle,
Tex., prisoner, ". previously
reported
missing.
'
Thi list:
Killed In Action.
Lieutenant Presley R. Brown,
N. C: Privatfs
Waller A.
Barbcn, Watertown, N. V.; Walter S.
Pass, Luter,, La.; Tony Clmiim, Philadelphia; Louis Cohen. Brooklyn; Edward W. Fant, Greenville, S. ('.; Blax
Kapich, Butte, Mont.; Thima F. McCarthy, Vallentine, Mont.; Alpio Soup-pCatania, Italy; Solomon Watln,
Brooklyn; Antonio YVolpi, Flano,

If;:'!.'

j

THE WM.

HaJy.

Died From Wounds.
Lieutenants Edward L. Garrett,
New Albany, Ind.; Andrew P. Peterson, liimberton, 'Minn.;
Seigeants
Dennis A. Sullivan, Auburn, N. Y.;
'V.rporals Julius Bruskin, Nut ley, N.
J.; Clarence S. Dunlaji, Skowhegan,
A1aine; Floyd W. Gllliland, Chicago;
Edward E. Gray, St. Louis, Mo.; Mrag-onWilliam L. Crystal, liiyby, Idaho,
Privates Harry M. Oipson. Newport,
Maine; Andrew Lynch, Cambridge,
Mass.; Samuel Packer, Brooklyn.
Died of DiscuM'.
Privates (CharleB R. Kelley, Cove,
Ore.; Edwin H. Raub, Luzerne, Pa.
Bi d From Awid tit an. I Other Cuu.s
Lieutenant D. S. Webster, Pomoroy,
Ohio; Bugler Earl M. Chase, West
Haiwich, Mass.; Private Harry Dunn,
Brooklyn: Jim Peyton, lilocton, Ala.
Wourfdetl Severely.
Major Harry E. Cheney, Charlotte,
Mich.; Lieutenants Oeorgo VV.
Jr., Waltham, Ma.; Victor A.
Hoeisch, Davenport, In.; Jchn F.
Ivnnhoe, Los Angeles; Raymond
K. Mitchell, Benton Harbor, Mich,.',
Edward N. Wigton, Philadelphia; Sergeant Lyman Dunlap. Dubois, Pa.;
Corporals Louis LIKernian. Chicago;
Jay J. Swarthout, Saginaw,
Joseph Adams, Leedsburg,
N. J.; Chail(M Ayers, Watervllct, N.
Y.; Harry Banker, Janesville,
Wis.;
Herbert C. Barker, Exeter, N. H.; Roland W. Bay, Salem, Ills.; William
N. Bloomer, Port Jervis, N. J.; Chester L. Boldman, Auburn, Wash.; Morris Brooks, Utlca, N. Y.; Francis D.
Gilbert, Hartford, Conn.; Clarence M.
Gruesback, Shepherd, Mich.; Oscar
C. Johnson, West Rutland, Vt.; John
Kwiatkowskl, Milwaukee, Wis.; Daniel Q. McDavltt, Herkimer, N. Y.:
L. MikeBell, Michigan City, Ind.;
James D. Norrig, Ayllville, Mo.; Andrew J. Offutt, Louisville, Ky.; Reno
H. Pellotler, Lynn, Mass.; Samuel P.
PetruccI, Hyde Park, Mass.; Mike
Rega, East Youngstown, Ohio; Tony
Salerno, Minoo, Italy; William
Worcester, Mass.; Leroy H,
Sherman, Mount Carmel, Pa.; Joseph
M. Sweelser,
Haverhill, Mass.; William A. Sykes, Sykesvllle,
Pa.: Anthony A. Walsh, Scranton, Pa.; Warren G. Weller, Bechtelsvllle, Pa.; Arthur M. Wilson, 'Yale, Iowa.
Wounded Slightly.
Privates Edward L. Heur, Chicago;
Frank Sessa, New York.'
'
Missing In Action.
Fur-bus-

Wholosala

Cleaners-Hatte- rs
Dr. Edward A. lluniely, publisher .of the Evening Mail of New York
city, is here shown in odrt, where he was held In $35,000 ball on the
chargo of perjury in connection With statements to the federal custodian Via West Gold.
of alien property. Tho basis of the complaint' was that he bought tho
newspaper with more than a million dollars furnished by German Ambassador von Bernstorff and Dr. Helnrlch Albert.

Sewas-tynowlc-

Privates Ralph Bcrger (and woundMarysvllle, Ohio; Homer

ed),

Gloucester,

z,

Lock-woo-

d,

Mlss-inff-

.'

ner, Norfolk, Va.; Edward V. Stephens, Dlxon'villo, Pa.;
Note: Lester L. Pratt, captain, as
sistant surgeon, and Orland H. Petty,
first lieutenant, first assistant surgeon
United States navy, attached to marines, severely wounded in action.
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ALLIED GENERAL

WIM1

Rome, July 14. "The usual artillery actions," says the war office,
Statement issued today reads:
Vit intervals yesterday from the
to )he eastern sector of the
Aslago plateau. Our firo dispersed'
moving enemy troops north of
pass.
"At Cornone new attacks hy enemy
were
detachments
and
patrols
promptly repulsed.
"Three enemy
airplanes were
brought down in air fighting."
Va-lar-

Foch Says After Four Years
of Terrible War1 the Plans of
Enemy for' Domination Are
Brought to a Halt,

I

t

Hudson for
Picture Frames t
Fourth St.

and

Chopper

Ave.

t

"

Bor-teo-

la

FRENCH
lav

MORNINO

JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED

WIE

Paris, July 14. The war offico
tatement Issued today roads:
"North pf Montdidicr there were
local artillery actions, notably in the
region of Hois De "Senecat and
o
and In the sector of
Can-tign- y

Gournay-Sur-Arond-

"In the Champagne French
troops executed a number
of raids on tho enemy lines and rerecon-noissan-

turned with prisoners.
"The night was calm on the rest of
the front."

BRITISH.
tBV

MOMNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL

LEADED

WIRET

London, July 14. Tho British war
office announcement today reads:
nington, N. H.
"A hostile raiding party was driver
off with loss last night east of Locre
THE, NAVY.
"The hostilo' artillery
lias
beer,
Washington, July 14. The 'marine
corps casualty list today contained active northwest of Albert, west of
Kemmel hill and south and southeast
fifty-on- e
names, divided as follows:
Killed in action, 10; died of wounds, of Yprcs.
"Our own artillery has Ihecn active
4; wounded severely,' 83; tnisHlng in
at a number of points."
action, 4.
The list showed, Private Fay .Boyd
of Abbott, Tex., died of wounds; Sergeant Herbert P. Jonte, Dallas, Tex.; YOUNG
Private William T., Altiaer, Sweetwater, Tex.; Leroy Bar bee, Hico, Tex.;
Albert M. Ball. Huntsvllle. Tex., an!
Robert
(i. Harpold. Dallasf Tex.,
BY
wounded in action. V
'
The list:
Killed In Action.'
Corporals Homer Grossman, ChicaCHI
go; Charles 'E, Woodgrlft,
Detroit;
Privates Edgar J. Demlng, Flint, Mich.
Harvey G. Dial, Atlanta, Ga.; Lionel
H. Kssly, Windsor, Canada;. Frederick
8. Flick, Hiaddock, Pa.; Frank
A.
1ST UORNINS JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED
WlHS)
With the American Army in France,
Kerrigan, Nashville, Tenn.; Robert B.
Kirk, Chicago; John'
McDonald, Saturday, July 1,1 (by the Associated
Martinsville, Ky. Edward H. Wcd-del- l. Press). An incident of the Four'
'
';
f
Brule, Mo.
teenth of July celebration at American
Died of Wounds Received in Action, general headquarters was tho, presenPrivates Bruno Barnes, Chicago; tation to General Pershing by the
Russell B. Dlgby, Seattle; Lewis A. members of the graduating class of
McGregor, Dos Moines.
the Lycee of a volume of French hisWounded in Action, Severely.
torical episodes, to he transmitted :to
Sergeants John M. Garrett, Fletch- Warren Pershing "from his comrades
er, W. Va.; Corporals; Clinton
M. of the Lycee."
Bates,
R.
Marlon
General Pershing had just
Riley, Kang.;
'
Calmes, Stanford,' Ky.: Led J. Cunniff
diplomas to the class.
Rochester, N'. Y,i William G. Holla-haNew York:. E. McCollum, Went-wortWarron Pershing is the son of Gen
N. c.; Allison M. Page. Aber-deeeral Pershing. He is eight year old,
S. C; Christen Poulsen, Chicaand was the only survivor of General
go: Privates Joseph Andrlch, CampPershing's famjly when in August,
bell, Minn. j Harry M.. Bender, Chica1915, Mrs. Pershing and her daugh
go; Gust A. Blrttman, SU Paul, Minn.; ters, Mary, Ann and Helen were suffo
Herbert Brooks, Newton, Ga.; Robert cated in a fire in their quarters at
U Carrithers, Mt Washington, Ky.; the Presidio in San Francisco.
George T. chrlstensen, Milwaukee;
Joseph Clark, Jry .Kenton, N. C.; TY COBB WILL QUIT
Otis Cook, Vardaman,- - Miss.; Horace
V.' Corson,
IF BASEBALL IS NOT
Baltimore, Md.; Horace
W. Gary, Tecumseh,
LawMich.;
; CLASSED
rence A. Hack, Monroe, Mlch.s EdASj USEFUL
ward W. Hallerman, Cincinnati; Har!B
MORNINS JOURNAL SPIRAL LEASED WIRE
ry C. Holmquist, Minneapolis; JackWashington, July 14. Unless the
son E. Howard, Cape Girardeau, Mo.;
an essenLeonard L. Kitalnger, Culf Port, Miss. government holds basebalf
tial occupation, Ty Cobb .will quit the
Chrfrlie S. Lewis, Columbus, Ohio; game after this season for the war.
Petr Maicusse,' Kalaknaioo, Mich.:
"1 am shaping my business affairs
so that by the time the season ends I
Gejald E. Mathls, Enfield, Ills.; William J. Morgan Bloomlngton, Ills.: will be able to do ray part," said the
Detroit star tonight "I don't believe
Henry E. Trusler."'Lltfle Rock, Ark,
'
the people care to see a lot of big,
A
,
MImhIiik In Action.
,;
healthy young men out on the field
"Akron,
Anderson,
Sergeant
Ray
playing ball while their sons and
Ohio; Corporal Ethan E. Harris, To
brothers are abroad risking their lives
ledo, Ohio; Prlvatei Raymond 8. Joy- - to conquer the Huns."
, -

Lieutenant Guy
'

Phone 446.

Taints, Oils, Class, MaHhold Booflnst
and Ituildlng Paper.
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AND VERNON TO
PLAY SERIES" 9 GAMES
TO DECIDE FLAG RACE
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We are In a position to give
more value for the money than
any other BUILDING FIRM In
tills vicinity.
Office With

The Superior Lumber & Mill Co.
PHONE til

HELP
UNCLE
SAM
By Getting

w., s. s.

LSEOWIREl

Los Angeles. Calif., Ju.y 14. Plans
befor a series of nine games here
tween the" Vernon and Los Angeles
clubs to decide the championship of
the 1918 season of the Pacific Coast
league, brought to a closet officially
directodaj by action of the league Caltors of the organization, after.
ifornia and Utah draft boards had
decided that baseball players of draft
age must "work or fight," were announced tonight.' The team winning
five games will be declared the chamr
"
pion. j.

'

'.

For Gold and Silver
A Wonderful Opportunity
To Let Uncle Sam Win
The War And At The Same
Time Get Rid Of Odds
And Ends Of Old
Silver And Gold Which
You Can Exchange For

',

'

n,

;

MORNINa JOURNAL SPECIAL LEASED

New York, July 14. New York
city celebrated Kastile day with the
same enthunlasm with which France
this year observed America's Fourth
of July.
In the afternoon ceremonies were
held before the statue of Joan of
Arc on Riverside Drive.
The Madison Square garden meeting at night was arranged by the national committee on the allied tribute
to France. Messages were read from
President Wilson, General Foch and
President Polrtpaire. President Wilson's message was made public this
Owen' Johnson, chairman
morning.
of the national committee, protested
that the message had not been given
out by the committee and announced
the abandonment of the plan to telegraph it from tonight's meeting to
other cities where simLar celebrations
were being heiC,
"France is profoundly grateful to
the great sister republic for Joining
with her In the celebration of the
of the Fourteenth of July,
as Franco horse:f Joined America to
celebrate Independence Day,'' said
the cable message from President
Poincare.
General Foch's message follows:
"We are celebrating today the anniversary of our independence and
we are fighting itor that of the
After four years of
whole world.
struggle the plans of the enemy for
lie sees
domination are stopped.
inthe number of his adversaries
crease each day and the young American army bringing into, the battle
a valor and a faith without equal.
Is not this a sure pledge of the
definitive triumph of the Just cause?

h,

3--

-

OMers Frontier Closed. ,
Stockholm, July 14. The Finnish
senate,' according to 'a telegram from
"frontier
Mtelsingfbr,;' has closed
between' Finland and Russia, owing
to the prevalence , of cholera at Pet- .
rograd.
':.

WIRE)

Den-Ve-

1

0FTHE TEAMS

NATIONAL UIAUIIO.
W. L.

GTORY

LEASED

Max-wclto- n,

1

V

ftPCCIAL

THE ARMY.
Washington, July 11 Today's army
casualty list contuineil seventy-tw- o

action,

Hit

Washington, July 14. Detroit made
It three out of four from Washington
by winning the final game of the series today. Boland pitched a strong
Lfnme while Ayers nnd Shaw were hit
-oppot unit. y. Score:
Detroit.
AB. II. II. PO. A. E.
1
.)
3
0
3
liush, us :.
U" 0
0
'. . 5 1
Jones, 3b
1
3
0
Cobb, cf
2.0
1
2
5
4
0
0
Veach,. If
1
1
4
0
12
0
Hellmann. lb

E. E. BLISS
ft

JOOHHAL

tle French

Ivoblnwni park tonight
were completed jtnlerday at a
f French colonists.
meeting;
UeprcHcnlalives from Sandoval
and Hernnlillo counties will he in
attendance. The band concert of
Frciii'li musk- - will bej;iii nt 7
o'clock tonisrlit and continue for
an Imi'r. The following program
will then he given:
Opening of cxciviKCa hy Charles
F. Wade, eliairitvan of the eity
crniinissknM'rH.
Address, in French
Victor,
Malette.
French national hymn BamL
Address A. It. li Milieu.
Hour "Star Spun-tieBanner"
by four French girls, aided hy
the community chortis.
untl duet hy Mrs,
Tahleaiis
Chnrleq Davis and IVter Gilljon,
aided hy community elionis.
llfiiul
During the piotiram members
c f the lied Cross will
sell small
flags of the allied turlicns on the
grounds, the procveds f( go to
the socio! y.'

names, divided as follows:
il of wounds,
Killed in action, 13;
While 11; died of disease, 2; died of accident
and other causes. 4; wounded severeArtists ly. 38; wounded slightly, 2; missing lu

In
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ASK
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Tigers' Tyvirler Steady
Senators'
Mound

Proper Air Pressure

STANDING

Plans for oliwervliig

American Casualties

BALL

GILT-EDG- E

of Honor

PLANS COMPLETE FOR
CELEBRATION TONIGHT

V

SUMMER AT FT. YUKON
SNMMER AT FT, YUKON
MORNINO
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War Savings
and

LEASED WIRE!

New York, July 14. VHhJalmOr,
Steffanson, the Arctic explorer, strlckJ
eri'wlth fever last April at Herschel
Island and taken to Fort Yukon on a
dog sledge, will spend the summer
there in order to recover his strength'
according to a letter from him re
ceived hero today by the Explorers'
club. '.
';.,'.-"I am able now to walk, a mile."
the letter said, "but only at the cost
of becoming more tired than fwalklnj
forty miles at this time last year. ( '

.:..'..

LUMBER

Thrift Stamps
Mr. ,C A. Wright of the
Wright Trading Post 4th
and Gold has been placed in
charfe of this by, the War
Savings Committee and will
return to you the full value
of the articles in stamps.

Glass, Paint

Cement, Plaster ,
;
Lumber
Company
Albuquerque
r
4vn soktb ruisr, TraEr

I

N
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BIG FREIGHT WRECK

NORMAL RAINFALL

Dreadnauglit in Var Times

U. S.
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x

dctailod. ' report
following
In New
conaitions
u'Puthcr
.im'.
Mexico for the month of June:
Weather Bureau Office, Santa Fe.
Oneral climatic summary for New
Mexico, June, 1918.:"
.There was a fa:riy large excess of
temperature and a small deficiency
of precipitation in New Mexico during
June. The precipitation of the month
averaged somewhat above the nor
mal over parts of western Colfax
county, Mora," western.' San Miguel,
rtio Arriba, eastern San Juan, northern Sandoval, northern Grant and
southwest Socorro counties, and the
mountain districts of Otero county,
but, as a rule, a deficiency was fairly
general In the southeast counties anil
in the central and much of tho north
cast. Showers' occurred ut some points
in the state almost daily, but were
most general from the 3rd to 7th
and 20th to 26th. At Hobbs, eastern
Lea county, a fall of 4.42 Inches was
measured on the 7th from 8 to
p. in., which is one of the heaviest
fulls of record for the state.
A general anc fairly largo excess
of temperature occurred, ' greatest.
however, over the northwest counties,
whero it averaged 4 to 6 degrees, but
largo also over the southwest counl.
Cool
ties and a few of the
weather prevailed at the beginning
4f the month and continued till the
9th, and was also ovei spreading the
state at the close of the month. On
tne otner hand, warm periods oc
curred from the 10th to tho 16th and
23rJ or 24th to 29th. The first was
probably the coolest day of the month
and the 28th the warmest. A few of
the higher northern stations reported
ttmpcratures well below freezing on
the first and second.
'
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PROPERTY OF U. N. M.
' IS VALUED AT QUARTER
-

OF

sea-lev- el

Temperature.

The monthly mean for the state,
based upon the records of ninety-fiv- e
stations, having a mean altitude of
about 5,000 feet, was 71.9 degrees, or
2.8 above the normal, as determined
from, the departures., of forty-eigstations having records for ten years
or more. The month averaged 4.0
degrees warmer than June, 1917. Tho
month averaged 4.0 degrees warmer
than June, 1917. The highest monthly mean temperature was 80.8 degrees at Alamogordo, and the highest
recorded temperature 116 degrees at
Artesia on the 29th. The lowest
monthly mean was 56.5 degrees at!
Harvey's Upper Ranch, and the lowest recorded temperature 25 degrees
at Bonorlto and Winsor's Ranch
on
the 1st. The greatest local daily
range of temperature was. 67 degrees
at Roswell (No. 2 station) on the 29th
and at Espanola on the 11th.
Humility.
The mean relative humidity at San
ta Fe at 6 a. m. averaged 66 per cont,
at 6 p. m. 85 per cent, and for the
month 46 per cent. At Roswoll tho
6 a. m. average was 63
per cent, the 6
P. m. 27 per cent, and for the month,
45 per cent. At the Agricultural college the 8 a. m. readings averaged 60
per cent, and the 5 p. m. readings 21
per cont, and for the month 36 per
cent; while El -Fasd average 63 per
cent at 6 a. m.,- 26 per cent at 6 p.
m., and 40 per cent for the month
The humidity was much greater than
1917.

. ' I'recpltatloii.
ine average, precipitation
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This remarkable photograph, taken from the crow's nest of one of Uncle Sam's big dreadnaughts, shows what the
deck of a battleship looks like in war times. Note the mines on the forward part of the deck, ready to drop over the side
and blow the German under-se- a
pirates into the air. At the left the ship's band is preparing to strike up a tune.
to more frequent showers,
higher humidity, lighter winds and
greater cloudiness. Santa Fe, on the
other hand, hud slightly greater evaporation, while Tucumcari had a little
lass than in May. The figures at the
several stations were as follows: Elephant Butte, mean temperature, 80
degrees; average hourly wind moveprobably

0.67
ment, 4.2 miles; precipitation,
Inch and evaporation 14.2"i0 inches;
Santa Fe, mean temperature 67.6 dewind movegrees; average hourly
0.G8
ment, 3.1 miles; precipitation,
inch, and evaporation 10.240, and Tucumcari, mean temperature, 78.4 degrees; average hourly wind movement
7 miles,
precipitation, 0.80 inch and
evaporation 12.219 inches.
Report
from Farmington is lacking, while the
basin at Lake Avalon remains too low
4o successfully flout the pan for records there.

ROOM OF FORMER GOV.

LEW WALLACE WILL BE
USED AS A PANTHEON
(MCIAI COWRKlOttDNi.f TO MOMNIN9 JOURNAL)
Santa Fe,' July 14. The room for-

merly .used by Oovernor Lew Wallace
as an 'executive office whenever the
legislature was In session In tho Tal-ac- e
of he Governors, will be sot aside
as a Pantheon for the.rnen from New
Mexico who died in military service.
Director Hewett of tho museum Is
having, tho room arranged for the
placing qf a suitable frame upon the
wall faelng the entrance within which
In large letters will appear the names
of the men Who
have died in camp

11)18
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II. S. L

Beef, canned, pounds
Herr, frash, pounds..
Beef, pickled,, pounds. '
Oleo, oil, pounds
lltmon, pounds
illams and shoulders," pounds
I.urd, pounds
Neutral lard, pounds
Lard compounds, pounds.

OUTLOOK

EXPERTS ASSERT

Good, While
Consumers Need Have Lit
tle Fear of Higher Prices.
Producer,

-

is

nClL
Chicago,.' July 14. The Amerlrun
livestock situation, as viewed by the
National iLivestock KxcliHnge after i
survey of conditioiiB at the sixty big)
markets nnd tho grMit producing
areas, never whs liriKnter from the
standpoint of the producer, and the
consumer, on the other hand, need
have little fear of lncronsed prUxs
during the full and wijitcr. In fact, a
slight rcductiori in beef prices may be
expected by winter, while pork and
mutton prices probably will see little
change, in the opinion of C. H. Heino-mansecretary of the exchange. :;
The splendid response to the government's request for Increased production, the phenomenal reduction;, in
losses from preventable diseases, war
mensures for the producer's protection, Improved rallflhad service, es
to western markets, and tho'
satisfactory condition, of most ranges
combine to make the outlook unusnl'y
promising, according to Mr. Hcine-manlllr MOthlKr JOURNAL

LCAtCO WlRCl

for the
state, based upon the records of 173
was
1.12
stations,
inches, or 0.08 Inch
below the normal as determined from
flie departures of seventy-tw- o
statlonr
having records for ten years or m6re.
ine monin na3 0.SJ inch greater precipitation than June, 1917. The great.
est monthly, amount was 5.67 Inchet
at Hobbs, eastern Lea county, while
thus
no precipitation was recorded at thrw or abroad, numbering forty-tw- o
far. At the same time effort will be
stations and but a trace at three
The greatest amount In any made to secure a. picture of each of
the departed men and also a detailed
twenty-fou- r
consecutive hou wan i 4s
.
,.
inches at Hobbs on the 7th. There biograohy, the pictures to be suitaon ex
The
cattle
inereasc,
based,
be
the
to
framed
and
bly
biographies
was an average sr five days with 0.01
o
kept In a memorial volume. Later u change reports from fifty-nln-five marmen or more preclptation.
months
the first
kets
and
covering
hall
to
of
as
be
built
is
an
history
Winds. ;,
.
east wing- of the historla Palace which of. the year, is 12.4 per cent over the
wina
movement
at
iiui
Santa
corresponding period, of 1917. Offire was
mues, or 7.2 miles pet will have" fireproof vaults for all tho cials of the organization say that the
records and. other archives and late
hour; highest velocity, 34 miles from!
reports indicate that the Increase
the northwest on the 7th. At Roswell amplfe space for display of rolls, of of ,3,871,000
hogs estimated January
ine total movement was 5,871 miles, honor and data of the New Mexico 1 by the department of
or 7.5 miles per hour: highest velocl- - men, now numbering, almost 13,000 will be far surpassed, and sheep rer
ty, 42 from the southeast on the 13th who are In active service, to be kept, celpts- for" the first five months'. InAt El Paso, the total movement was mere until tlmo is nomore.
creased 897,327. or 6.3 per cent over
8,819 miles, or ll.s miles per hour;
same period .pf X 91 7. Ths' vest
Jthe
highest velocity, 54 miles from the MILITARY COMMITTEE
ern lamb increase alone, Mn. Hoino-mannortheast on the 6th, , while at tho
l,iOO,000 head
t
PLANS WAR ZONE TOUR over rackons, will be',
,,
Agricultural college the total move
last year.;-.'"',';,.'
ment was 8,264 miles, or 7.3 miles per
iTT """"" JOU""- - peii. luw wuw
,
ICHMMIfb' Shipping- Zoiic ,.
14.
WashlngtonJuly
Inspired by
nour; nujnest velocity. 2 miles from
Kstabllshment of shipping
the southeast on the 30th. The pre me example or the house navalxorri-mltte- e which makes a. flvo-da- y
market. hmR
Is about to start with a
'
which
vailing direction ior tne state was naval officer as
scught by shippers, and - ullwinates.
that formarket
"glutthe
Monday
and the month American
K. from the southwest,
s
In the war
.was much below Jun. 1917, in wind
caused wide price swinxs. tomerly
tone, the house military committee
with tho bureau of marmots'
movement,
uiscussea me rcaslbillty of a trip to gether
in taking ovr tlfn work
recent
Sunshine and Cloudiness.
action
"
fighting; front.
of handling estimated receipts and
There was "considerable less sun theMember
concluded that the house
have been big factors in
shine during the month than fn June, should
pass on the question to give prospects,
confidence of the pro1917 or J916; the average for the
stimulating
state was 18 clear days: 1,1 partly me inp an oincial status.
ducers, Mr. Helnemann declares. The
'
July ; 25,
licensing system, effective
ciouay and S cloudy. Santa Fe re
Swimming Pool at Crumt.
will operate, also
which
under
corded but 64 oer cent of the nnsal ' 8anta
packers
14.Fe, July
A public swim'
encouraging effect upon proy ble sunshine,, or 27 hours, and had thing- pool has( been made possible to had an he
V
says.
oniy zi days with 6 per cent or mors Lag Cruces by1 the gift of 12,600 to ducers,
"
of the possible amount. Roswell re- - the town by, (Mm.
Pointing to the food administraNujna
Reymond.
one
each
of
.four
tion's estimates that
corded 81 per cent of the possible president of the Womah's
Improve- cattle and one of each three hogs prosunshine
28
had
and.
j
days with 60 per ment association, and the4gift of the duced- will be needed to fllb governy cent or more or the possible
amount. land needed by 'Mrs; Duncan McCow ment
contracts, the national exchange
..
an, the lot 8. being In the rear of the gives this com.oara.tlve table of ex' The StationEvaporation.' But fe'
at Elephant1
dam Methodist .chmh.- Th.e
condi'
ports for the eleven month ending
had a slight reduction in evaporation tion to 4hetgift ia that theonly
communi- May il, lasf. and 'the' same perlo, of
; xrm'-oi- t
iii s
figure for Myi
ty mloUiHfce swlfnipipy poo, '
1

pec-lall-

oth-lera- ..'

-

n.

..

''

-

t,i9

;

naval-operation-

V

.v---

.

-

'

-
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"27,999,947
372,10ti,3K3
363,250,302
2,483,375
29,884,856

'

Totul

Situation From Standpoint of

79,42S,1fi7
311,547,3:14
62, .14(1, 106
43,425, D9S

2,013,600,681

.
Twiiiiy Cn'iiti' Meat Itcsr-rvr"The food udministration In
with the quartermaster's dei
partmont contemplates the establishment at western packing; centers of a
meat reserve of 50,000,000 pounds to
take care of emergencies
and this
purchase will act as a stabilizer to
protect tho price, situation," Mr.
Helnemann said.
"Railroad service, which earlier in
the year caused grave t'oncern, now
Is showing great Improvement, especmarkets. Eastern
ially to western
and southern railroads have seeming
ly failed to recognize the Importance
of good service for livestock.
The
recently initiated rate advance of 25
per cent should chablo the railroads
to better ci.iip themselves for handling the heavy full runs.
"Tho sharp decline In May cattle
receipts and tho preponderance of
trashy anlninls caused the government
to inaugurate a beef ration rule which
will materially reduce domestic conThis will hit tho hotel
sumption.
tradfe' ordinarily handling the bholcer
cuts and is particularly disturbing to
the kosher trade which finds a restricted outlet for ts terephah or that
not used by the
part of the carcass.
Jewish trade."
...
."The.stocker or feeder movement
"nrtrV the first two months of 1918
showed no material Increase. Later
price readjustments restored confidence' and tho first
period
from' thirty-nin- e
shows shipments
markets increased approximately 9.1
per cent over 1917. This Is equivalent
to 130,387 more cattle sent back to
,he country. May is so far the banner
month with an increase of 45,797 head
This Blocker demand was especially
benefitted by., rains- - , in the Texas
drought district which caused cattlemen, there to
the game.
, ;
I'ecdir Stanil for Quality, '
V "More and more are
the feeders so
The south whose
ift in for quality.
resources are almost
g
s showing
wonderful increase. W. C. Harding, one of the best
posted men on southern stock Conditions, reports orders for 11.000 stock-er- s
for southern feeders with an unprecedented demand . for pure-bre- d
i.ur.8.'
.st"
V , "The policy 'of
periods
for cattle has given way 'to the war
time system of short ''feeding with a
liurrled return to market or
baby
'
-

,,--

five-mon- th

er

.

stock-raisin-

'

;"

long-feedin- g

1917
59,743,564
180,416,050
52,670,850
64,863,390
616,546,333
245,310,780
420,513,079
17,075,289
52,307,392
1,753,626,839

"Food administration
representatives expect conditions in the cattle
supply to be restored to normal by
September and' have promised relief
from all restriction as soon as conditions warrant.
"The beef cattle prices on the Chicago market, compared with 1917 figures, are approximately $3.00 to $4.00
higher.
"Tho wonderful renpone of American hog producers was a splendid
show of patriotism. Tho government
urged that we 'produce more hogs'
and from every direction came reports
of hogs and more hogs.
"Improved methods of immunizing'
pigs against cholera has created de.
tnunds for stock .pigs which cannot
be supplied. Twcnly-flv- e
markets report an Increased movement of stock
pigs buck to the country for the first
five months of 1918 of77.8 per ceitt
over 1917.
South Is Muking Klrjik'M.
"The suoth Is making tremendous
strides in hog production. Mississippi
claims an Increase of 100 per cent and
Alabama report a still greater Increase. Quality stuff is in demand.
"Government purchases largely
for the steady market for, hog
seems impossible.
".May hog prices average (17.454
compared with $15.90 in May 1917,
and $9.85 in May 1916.
"The spring lamb movement, considered a barometer" of sheep conditions, indicates a shortage lh Tennessee and a surplus in Kentucky. The
southern lamb movement is later than
usual while, the .western movement
began earlier.
"increasod production may be attributed in part to the national campaign for
Dog laws along the new lines have
been enacted in many state and. especially 'In the east which formerly
led In sheep production. Just what
this means may be readily understood
when we consider that In Ohio
sheep were killed by dogs during
one year.
.
"May Jamb prices average $18.00,
compared with $16.90 in May 1917,
and $10.75 In May 191.". ,. ...
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SAN MIGUEL CHAPTER TO
BUY KNITTING MACHINE
(PICIAL COHMti

NDIHCI

TO MORNINO

How She
Cured Her Husband
"For five years my bust and Btiffere1
with bis stomach. The medicine he took
only gave relief for a while, nothing
cured, writes Mrs.
Sarah Baker of
Mo. "Our
l.

merchant

last fall and also received some free triul
samples of Chamberlain's Stomach and
Liver Tablets Ha
gave tis some of them
d
and I wanted my
to try them. Ha
said it would do no
His stomach
good. been
tnmblinjr,
him worse than ever.
At last on Friday I
told him if he would
not take those tablt-I was going to send for
a doctor, and bo said
be would take them. By Monday he was
like another man. The blues were gone,
no more trouble with bis stomach, an,,
the best part is that the trouble has not
returned. I cannot prais Chamlw
.
Iain's Tablets too highly ."
ins-ban-

Tell it through the classified
columns of The Journal.

Re-Ru-lts

are quick and certain,

Just think of you, with
a woman's strength
competing with these!

V
hf r. Di
wllli nil the "I4-Ut1ra1, tlruclso,
fiiMN suit niuiM of ttaih-Iri- s
with
tub and
f
lmnrl. It tjvea untold
effort
mid strength,
nilli-of
nd
topn
houra ttf tlmo; produces
butter und uniform
inu'.-eaater un the
r

Htvay

Bulla and
clothea.

Klei-trltrim. Kavea thou- annda of atepa with the
old aad Iron, to nnd fro.
In A hot room with s hot
atnve. Allnwa tha hnuite-wl- fe
to aeleet a
Iron.
hreexy plaea to
Uivra a ateadv, Juat rlsht
heet. C'ula the time In
half. Doea
work.

Klerlrle

14.-Th-

,

'

Motor.

Makea

a reatful pleaaure out of

Juat A prt-a- s of
the foot, atarta, ntopa or
rontrola the apced as
ileaired. Huns any maka
of machine. Sn belta,
no attarhlnir.
Hequirea
no energy or attention
to the machine leaves
nolhinir lo do but cuida
tha aewlng.
aewlnir

.

Kleelrle ( leaner. Cleta
all tha dirt, all tha
time. There la no per- lodtcal
or
no duatlng,
wiping up. The dirt
dlauppeara
simply
All
the
all of It.
la
houaewlfe doea
puah the button and.l..n.r
UlUt,
HI.
v."-And U'a dune In una-flft- h

.'the time.

Klectrle Table Ap- nliitncee. Have dona
away with many of
tha greaay, muaay
pota nnd pans and
confused
the hot,
kitchen. They have
Amerithoroughly
canised our methods of living. In
eervlce; perfect
stantly
unifofm results; clean, dainty, savory 'dlsb.ee. They solve the critical
aeryant problem of today.

JOUHNAU'l

e
Kast Las Vegas, N. M., July
Sanf
tho
of
Miguel
unit
knitting
county chapter of tho 'lied Cross expects to purchase a knitting machine
soon. The demand for knitted goods
has been so great that the hand knitters could not supply it.
Some months ago the unit turned
on fouf
sweaters
out seventy-fiv- e
days' notice for a contingent of drafted men who were leaving for the
training- camps.

bought

some of Chamberlain's medicines

e

to
It Is our special
each houaewlfo plan and select
those electrical appliances that
give her the most freedom from
noma household duties and best
vice.
T.et us help you

better your homsl

holp

;

just

will
lrk

ser-

.idl

In planning

to

least and nn
simple matter of
showing you what can be done.
No obligation In the

rost Juat the

-

Celebrate Iiafayetto Day.
New York, July 14. A call to the
American people to celebrato Sep-- ,
temher 6, as Lafayette day and as
the anniversary of the battle of tho
Marne; has been issued herejiy the
Lafayette day national committee,
including Theodore Itooseevlt, Henry
Van Dyke and Charles W. Eliot.
,. To

ALBUQUERQUE
GAS & ELECTRIC

COMPANY
"At Your Service"

!

McCALL
For Summer
smiles and
quaintest Summer dresses and
for the lady who
wraps her patriotism about
her, like a cloak,
McCall Patterns
are best.

24,-00- 0

McCALL

,

"

PATTERNS

,

Bather hn Narrow Kscapc.
;
. Santa Fe, July 14
The story of
heroic rescue is reported from tht
a
..';"''.
beef,,
diversion dRm above Mestlla . Park
"From the far west comes reports; under the Elephant : Butte . project.
of ranges in need of rain, and June Graham Brownlle was
bathing in the
19 saw tho first stihig, of Montana
lake made by the dam wlen he was
cattle on the Chicago market. Exper- sucked by a whirlpool Inti a
ienced chttlemen predict the market- hole and would have been drowned
ing of the grass cattle a monh earlier but for the herolo effort of hla swimthan usual. Senator John B, kendrlck ming companion, Professor- R. H.
of ''Wyoming, .an authority orv range France of state college. : The
conditions, believes cattle from his
was witnessed by, the
state will rench market in increased wives of
men; iu'l (.
'.
-- r"i
volunVe
aual-Jty
r
that their
A.i.iil,'V
i
will show-fnarVfi jmprovement
Journal r,ijt AO WU rffnHftV '
?

MILLION

Tho University
of New Mexico Is at the bottom of the
list of state universities, as far as valuation of Its property Is concerned,
occording to the United States bureau
of education.
The value of its prop- crty is given as $250,42, or quurtor
of a million dollars. The University
of California heads the list with prop- erty valued at $13,584,432. while Mln-- 1
nesota l second with $10,681,075, and
third with $,12S,3 I8.
Wisconsin
Michigan la fourth with $7,G4,821.
The only other university whoso prop- crty Is valued at less than half a million dollars Is that of Montana, valued at $420,252, or almost twice that
of New Mexico. .Arizona university
property is ' valued at $708,500.
Howcv,er, the University of New
Mexico is .one of the. most rlqhlj endowed of all the state universities for
in addition to the permanent funds to
Its crodlt in the state treasury it has
a right to all the saline lands and a
munificent land, grant made by congress, whose value runs Into the millions of dollars and the income from
which will eventually help the university to build up a plant second to
no other university In the land.

Santa

rrcssurc.

A

CoanUPONMNK

IBP-t-

mean
atmospheric
pressure ut Santa Fe was 29.86 inches;
lowest,
highest) 80.09 on tho 17th;
29.66 on tho 2?th. At Koswcll tho
mean Was 29.84 inches; highest 30. 2J
on the 17th; lowest, 29.51 on the
28th. At El Paso the mean was 27.711
Inches; highest, SO. 06 on the 17th;
lowest, 29.47 on the 28th.

June,
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Silver City. X. M.. July 14. The
Kierro branch of the Santa Fe was
tho scene of a riisatroua wreck about
'0 o'clock yesterdav when twenty-eigcars loaded with ore got out of
control and flashing down the steep
grade at fifty miles an hour struck n
(sharp curve and were piled In tho
ditch. The trainmen escaped by jumping nnd were not Injured excevt one
pt the brakemen. who received a gash
in the leg.
j The; train was the regular freight
cut of Fierro. It consisted of a recars
frigerator car, empty, twenty-silouded with Iron ore and a rnbootse.
The train was left on tho main line at
Hanover while the engine went on the
side track after other cars. Just after
th
engine had gotten back on the
main line tho train of ore cars began
to move down the grade and it had
obtained such momentum by tho time
It reached tho engine that efforts to
stop It wore of no avail. The giado is
steep at this point and the speed of
the train Increased every moment. Hy
tho time a mile or more had been covered the outfit, according to eyewit
nesses, was going at a rate, of fifty
miles an hour and at this high speed it
struck a sharp curve nnd left the
track. The engine shot Into tho canyon and the cars piled up and burled
it. Cars havlns any wood about them
wore smashed, to kindling and tho
wreckage forms a dam across tho narrow canyon which Is fully thirty fect
high. Strnnso to say the caboowo remained on tho track and the two cars
in front of it, while off tho rails, were
not seriously Injured.
Tho trainmen, with the exception of
one brakemnn, jumped for their lives
when they saw the Iraln was out of
control. This brakeman, whose name
could not be learned, stayed with tho
train to the hist, and how he escaped
with slight Injuries is a miracle.
The engine was No. 841. one of the
heaviest type used' on this brunch.
Conductor Illuckmore was In charge,

Downpours in Some Localities
Reach Intensity of Cloudbursts; More Humidity Than

Tho

BRANCH;
CARS IN DITCH

t
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Now on Sale

Mil Ciri's Die.
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and patriotic bunk. Using patriotism
to cloak political activities will not be
popular In this state whilo the nation
'
is at war.
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CHANGES IX EMPIRE.

It

that Premier
declaration that the

Is to be supposed

Lloyd George's'
colonies of Great Britain are to have
a voice in the peace negotiations was
not given grudgingly.
The world
knows and tho people 'of England
know that without Canada, Australia
and New Zealand, England would
have been much less of a factor In the
war than she has been.
ZealThe Anzacs (Australian-Neand army corps) have been among the
most gallant fighters in the British
armies. At Gallipoli and In France
their exploits have attracted more
than ordinary notice. The Canadians
at Vlmy Ridge and along most of the
western end 'of the battle line have,
in like measure, won renown for their
fortitude and valor.
England could not, if she would,
withhold representation from these
countries in the peace discussions at
the end of the war. They have contributed too much do ward making a
peace parley possible. But after this
war is over and peace has become a
reality, what voice will the dominions
'of Great Britain have In the govern-

ment then?
-

,

brought infinitely closer together .by
the four years' of struggle, the' overseas dominions will no doubt find it
expedient to return to the pre-wsystems of government.
Whatever they desire they will get,
however.

V

-

Should American women salute tho
American flag?
They want to salute it.
When the flag passes or the Star
Spangled Banner music sings down
the street, men bare their heads and
women in tho crowds thrill with the
same desire to show their patriotism.
They long to shOut or wavo, or bow
their heads in reverence.
But no woman does a"hy of these
things 'because waving and Bhouting
in public "simply isn't done!" ,
In the laws of convention, Tiowever,
there is no provision for Iwoman's
l
"y
gesture of salute.
Everyone expects a man to remove
his hat when the flag passes
and he
does it. Everyone expects a woman
to do nothing when the flag passes
and she does it.
But that does not alter' the fact that
women wish to salute the flag and
they should salute it.
Women, as well ad men, are active
American citizens, with a real part in
the war and real stake in the country.
Not all of them have a voice in government, bat most of them have a relative in the army or. navy, and most of
them have families, or Jobs, or both,
or all three. Tho American .flag is
their flag, and they want to acknowledge and accept its responsibilities 'as
well as claim its protection and glory.
From the American flag women get
the same benefits as men, in a larger
sense they give the same service to it
and feel the same devotion to it.
All that is lacking is a formal, universal gesture which shall express
women's loyalty as the lifted hat expresses the loyalty of men.
.

.

Tho attempt of German propagandists to use German money with the
expectation of shaping the editorial
policy of the New York Evening Mail
is one more proof Unit the Germans
never did know much about American

character.

EXIT POLITICS.
The solo by H. O. Bursum,

which

'

A report from the Ukraine says that
anything that looks like money goes
there. Anything that looks like food

He
storehouses throughout his
goes in Germany.
kingdom for storing foodstuffs,!to b"e
WITH SCISSORS
used only in' cases of emergency. He
built strategic roads though there is
CITY STREET IMPROVEMENT.
AND PASTE
not a single mile of railroad in- Afover some of the almost
ghanistan
In the course of the past three or
Impassable" parts of his mountain
FIGHTING A' SUBMARINE.
kingdom; His plan was to raise an
four weeks tho streets within the lim(Hush McNair Hoag, in Leslie's.), - army of one million men, and to have
its of Albuquerque have been allowed
Our destroyers have had numerous nil the means within the land to arm,
to fall tnto a bad condition. There has engagements with German subma- clothe and feed it.
been a growing number of complaints rines, and although we are certain of
NIGHT IN
by citizens, complaints that are not some successful attacks, the German
subterfuge of releasing oil and debris, (James Norman in the Atlantic
without cause.
to givo the impression that the attack
Monthly.).'..
offered
There is no apparent reason why has been successful, is misleading.
An innkeeper at
The following account
of an en- us a refuge .. until our train should
the city's streets should not be kept in
ho played sol.
deas god condition this year as they gagement between an American as leavo. Usually,, ho said,for the
German
and a German submarine,
itaire while wailing
were last year or the yeW before. Judg- stroyer
houses
with
out
tumbling
given
by tho secretary of the raiders; but
about one's ears, ho much preferrea
ing by the talk of motorists find others' navy, is interesting:
"The American
'
destroyer first company. "And my wife and fare
they are not.
submarino in the early old people. She is very deaf, happily.
The crosswalks, likewise, have be- sighted the
.
morning of a clear day. Tho sea was Sho hears nothing."
e
A
come
in a number of entirely calm with hardly a ripple of
J. B. declined the invitation.
to finish our
subbe
was
foam.
The
submarine
brave way
At' Central avenue and
runing
wayplaees.
merged, with only her periscope evening!" he said as wo walked down
Broadway, a' crossing used by hun- showing.
A large
number of mer- the silent street. "I wanted to')y.
dreds of pedestrians, including stu- chant ships were in sight.
Monsieur, 1 have just finished my
courses
was less than a mile first one hundred hours of flight at
"The
dents attending the summer
off
beam
of
the
the
port
destroyer the front." Hut he wouldn't have
at the high echool, and lies- from two and
following a parallel courso in an known what that means."
1
two five inches deep over the walk.
e
when tho
"No, he wouldn't have known,"
opposite direction,
A man with a wagon and shovel could
was discovered. It was throw- said, Then1 we had no further talU
ing up a column of water several feet for about two hours.
few hours. remove it in-so like a nearly sperft torA few soldiers, late arrivals, were
It Is no more than fair to taxpayers in height,
pedo, that the officer of the deck prowling about in the shadow of the
been
crosswalks
have
that where
put thought for a moment that this was houses, searching for food and
in they should be kept clean and pas- what it was.
warm kitchen where' they might cat,
"The next instant the destroyer it. Some insistent ones pouhded on
sable. The' one at Central and Broadits course sharply to the left the door of a retsaurant far in the
way is no better than none at all; of changed
and headed for the
at full distance.
no more use than a saddle without a speed. At the same time the forward Onlv a host of phantom listeners
'."
gun opened fire on the periscope. The That dwelt in the lone house then,
horse.
commanding officer ordered a course Stood listening in, the quiet Of the
steered that would bring the destroyI
:..
light
In er across the wake of tho
A letter headed "Somewhere
a lit- To that voice from the world of men.
prokind
silence,
France" sounds well. But wait till we tle to tho rear of tho periscope."
was
that
v'
It
"As the destroyer dashed across the found, tense, ghostlike.
We walked
begin to get them headed "Somewhere ; line of bubbles
a depth charge was through street after street, from ono
in Germany."
dropped, and a column of clear water end of the town to the other, and saw
shot thirty feet into the air. The de- only one light a faint glimmer which
stroyer turned to tho right, swiftly came from a slit of a collar window
SAMMY'S "BLIGHTY."
and her starboard, guns n most on a lovel with the pavement
circling,
as she came Wo were curious; no doubt. At any
opened nn the
In England where this year thou- around to crossperiscope
the
wake rato, wejookod in. A woman was sitsands of Englishmen for the first time ugaln. Again a coltim of clear water ting on'
a cot bed with her arms
observed our Fourth of July, they showed that thc.dnpth chargo had not around two little children. They were
.
its mark.
up against her, and host fast
have formed a Sammy's Blighty reached
"Another quick turn to the right snuggled
asleep; but she .was sitting erect, in
tno
league.
.starboard guns to bear, a strained, listening attitude, staring
nrougnt
'
("We are bringing together tho Brit- but this tiino the ilrstroycr turned so straight before her.
that
she
able to come
sharply
Since that night' we. Tiave believed,
ish mother and the American mother
down for a third attack in the wake both of us, that, if wars can be won
because We are going to take charge of the submarine.
The third depth only by haphazard night bombardof the American mothers' sons," ex Kcharire brought up a column of clear ments
of towns where there are womwater
the
and
destroyer wheeled once en and children, then they had far
plains the founder of the league.,
more, this time to the loft, and all the better he lost.
By taking, charge, the Blighty
port guns opened up, but without vlsi,
league means taking American boys in ble results.
Kt PPK ()XTIU)L Ol1 THE PUpsH.
"Tathers
The last time tho destroyer came (Victor H. .(.'lark,,, " the; . Atlantic
homes
of
British
England into
'
to
dowrt
the
in
attack
wake
the
exactly
and mothers whose own sons are
Monthly.)
of the
and ceased firing. As
The Krupp group, which haa,kng
across th channel fighting the enemy she
near the end of the line of bub- had
press organs in Gerof their country, and ours. Boys from bles tho fourth depth charge was let many,important
has now extended its holdings
American cities will be entertained in go and there followed awidesnread in Berlin, where it controls the form
will be invited boiling of the surface of the sea, large erly liberal Lokal Anzeiger, shapes
city homes, farm-boyg
ana at last a heay film of on. the poliov of the Bremen Wcser
to spend a few days, as the guest ot ouooies
"The destroyer spent some ' time
anil the Dusseldorfer General
British farmers.
looking for further traces of the Ui .Anzeiger, and still wore recently has
From now on Americans are 'going boat, but none were found. She then begun to annex the press of
on her course. The engageits ageats are reported to
to be better neighbors and closer proceeded
ment lasted twenty-tw- o
minutes."
dictate the polic ,,'o
the Vienna
cou- friends with their' Anglo-Saxo- n
newspaFremdenlilatt, a
THE CONUNDRUM. V
per subsidized by the Austrian gov.(Chicago Tribune..
ernment; to have bought a newspaConsidering that Fooh has no re per at Prague in order to fight the
The principal thing a mind misses serves and there Is no American
army Czechs; and to have, purchased-smalleby minding his own business is trou me aiues.ore holding well. The
newspapers in Austrian provincial
must wonder how they do it.
towns.
,
.' i,
...
,
ble. '
nltions of war from the British.
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Jors, and eery county will Iiave a
colonel and there'll tie a woman general for the whole state."
"What are they going to do? this
woman's Ifind army," asked the man
from the Gualalupes, who owns more
cattle than Carter had oats that dry
.
year.
"Oh, they'll plow, and reap, and
sow and harrow, and cultivate, and
take the plaoe of tho boys at the
front," said the informant.Tho man from tho hills studied on
the Idea.
"Say," he remarked, "you rcmom-be- r
that dance we fiad at the school
house, the night we only had one
lamp wjth a chimney on it, because
'Old Buck' hud smashed up a load of
chimneys bringing them to the store,
and that was the only lamp chimney
on top of the mountains and you
remember how ole Big Bi' tangled
his spurs in his girl's skirts and
stumbled against the wall, and Jarred
down that lone lump chimnoyV
Tho town boy remembered that
night. It was some dance, he said.
"Well,'! continued the man from the
mountains, "there wero lots of boys
there, that night,, weren't there! Ev
ery girl in the school house could l.nvo
split her dantes two or three times,
and still danced with a different boy,

"We'll call a special session,
the soldier boys may vote,
But we wont hold an election,
While the war is going on."

)

T

couldn't she?"
"Weil,'' said the mountaineer, "It's
not that way any more. All our boys
have done left us. They've gone to
the army, or navy or aviationv The
mountain's plumb empty now. You
wouldn't hardly bellevo, It, would you,
but there's only two unmarried men
left in all that country."
He looked reflectively down the
,,'
street, then added:
"You don't need to talk to us about
organizing a woman's land army up
on ttop of tho mountain. Tho women
are going to bring the next bunch of
cattle into town themselves. Our girls
are riding twelve hours a day, right
now!"

,

AS YOU SAVE YOU SERVE.

In ordinary peaceful times mer
chants were inclined to be a bit
wasteful in the matter bt deliveries,
return of goods, credits and multiplicity of salespeople. This they did
to please their customers. It cost
money. It wasted time and .labor. It
Increased the cost of living.
But these are war days. The gov.
ernment Insists that, saving is a prime
in Americanism;
that
Ingredient
waste Is
We must
save time, money, labor. Then there
will be more time, more labor' and
more money for war winning efforts.
Time, money or labor lost detreas
es the nation's war efficiency.' This
Is Just as tiaie whether you lose them
or aid your merchant In wasting them.
. American
waste here at home Wastct
American- Uvea over there.'' v
;

,

.

,

It takes a ' spendthrift to cast
;
war bread upon the water.

his

;.'

AFGHASISTAN WELL GUARDED.'
(Basanta Koomar Roy, In. Asia.)
Afghanistan has no outlet to the
sea and hence no navy. But the par.
amount factor In its lifo is Its stated
military preparedness. , Out of politi'
cat and military chaos a new Afghanistan has been created by the supreme
genius of Abdur Rahman, the lat
father of the present Amir. He
fought his way to the throne of Af- ghaststan, and Immediately, after his
recognition set himself to
me scattered forces of the reorganize
army.:
'
He Introduced a system of .compulsory military training by which
pne' man In every seven between th
ages of 18 and 20 had to take military
training. Thus he planned in coursf
of time to train every man in military
science. He had the British manual
of military training translated inte
Perislan and Pushtoo for the, use ol
his army. He hired Turkish officers
to train his officers and to drill his
men. He ,bullt forts all over his king.
dom, especially along its frontiers. Ht
established arsenals, two of which,
those at Kabul and Herat, were under German military experts for some
time.
, t
,
,
'Abdur Rahman .used his subsidy
money In buy.lng funs, rifles And mu
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A disgraceful scene occurred during
the solemnization of the marriage in.
a church at Tprz.
.(
While tho ceremony was in progress
a poorly dressed woman carrying a

infant entered the

build-

pro-ceed-
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Trenches."

.;

toBB'S "PATHS OF

QfLORY"

"As I recall now,' we had come through tha vgaU of he school
bouse tocher the automobile stood when a putt ot wind blowing
to us from the left, which meant from across the battlefront. brought
to our noses, a certain smell which w already knew full wall. ,
To get It, I see)' said the' German officer," who stood along
side of me. 'It comes from three miles off, but you can get It five
when
the wind is strong' and he waved bis left 'arm toward
miles
It as though the scent had been a visible thing. That explains why
tobacco is so scare with us along tba staff back yonder in Laon.
' " '4.11
tne tobacco which can be spared Is sent to th men la th
front trenches. As long as they, amok and keep on smoking' they
caa stand that." .; .;
,.....
',;
Y
No Matter How Small the Amount--Se- nd
It in.
Our boys are going to need tobacCo lri great quantltle. Fill out
th coupon now Today Is Nona Too Boon and make It. generous 1
.
Bring it. or mail it. to Th Journal Offlo.
,
,Jf t
,

the-stfep-

without further interruption.
The following day the woman who
had caused all this- - scandal waa sentenced before the Second divisional
court, to six months' imprisonment
for creating a disturbance, in a place
- ,,
v
of worship. ... .
:t,,
As regards the fate meanwhile
her. r child and on the subject of the
father's, liabilities for its .maintenance
the Judge never, said fine
word,'
...

:
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' TOBACCO. IS MIGHTY SCARCE

'V
From

,

......

pieces.
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'As a medicinal antiseptic fof douches
In treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
paused by feminine Ills it has no equal.
For ten years the' Lydla B. Plnkhatu
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxtlna
is, their private correspondence with
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who have, been cured say
It Is "worth its, weight In gold." At
druggists. 60c. large box, or by malL
Th Paxton Toilet Co Boston. Mass.

.

Eddy County is
Already' a Reality

Carlsbad,
M., July II.tA mpun-tainccame into Carlsbad last week,
and wns told that a new 'Woman's
Lahd.Army" was about to be organ'
;
ized in New
Mexlcq.
; "The girls will nlV vrear regulation
overalls and straw hat and there wll)
bo squads of them ' under corporal
and sergeants and cftPtftlns Itnd mar

.

.

By special arrangement The JournU guarantee to deliver,
two dollars
through an arrangement with, tobacco manufacturers,
to our soldiers In
worth .of tobacco, fo every dollar subscribed,
' wa
Franoev
to
on
the
and
Franc
The packages (6te worth "of tobacco) are put up la attractive
we put a return, postal card
patriotic packages. In ; every, package
o that you will get word back from
witt your name, and address
the- - battlefields from,, aa roany soldiers as you; subscribe Si sent
-

Woman's Land Army

90 MOaMtNS JeUeNAL.

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
be dissolved in water as needed.

How Our Soldiers Will Long for
Good Old American Tobaccol

,
,.

Ire-lan-

eFKCIAl. CORRtflPOMOIHCI

The most economical, cleansing and
" '
germicidal ot all antiseptics Is

Tobacco Fun

From which it appears that Eddy
county has a woman's land army already, all but the. uniform, and the
regulation straw iiat,

of
ing, and depositing it at
the altar, cried to the bridegroom, a
MOl'XTAI NS FOR HEALTH.
local restaurant-keepe- r
named Rosent Washington Times, i
According to eminent scientist not thal: "Here, take your child, I want
a single microbe exists lri mointain Its maintenance money, which
air above the height fit two thousand have .not paid me for four months."
,
icet.
,
No sooner had she uttered tho words!
,v, ...
than not only the bridegroom but the
THE "FORCE" TO SUFFER, . bride also ran towards
the woman,:
(Memphis Commercial-Appeal- ,)
and, after tho man had knocked Her
d
Only
emigrants left
in February; i' My! but we will down, the bride, regardless of spoiling
her finery, flung herself on her prosbe short on policemen! U,v : '
trate form and .began biting .her
cheeks with the fury of a bloodhound.
Th scandalized minister, as well as
;
the persons who had conic to witness
the ceremony, hurried to the spot and
in
.
dragged the enraged couple . away
;
from, their victim.
The marriage ceremony then,
fifty-eig-

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

TO THE JOURNAL

Austfea-Hungar-

'

Roiiault's Grandmother Dies.
Santa Fe, July 14. Game Warden
Theodore Rouault who has just resigned to enlist In the uViited States
army, has been informed of the death
of his grandmother, Mrs. Paz Garcia,
at Las Cruces. Mrs. Garcia was one ot
the oldest women In the Mesilla val
ley and her death occurred at the
home of her son, Theodore Rouault,
Sr., a veteran of the Franco-Prussia- n
war, having fought on the French
side.
;

SUBSCRIBE; NOW!

Zel-tun-
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?" I Inquired. ,
"Oh," came the artless reply, "we
thought the rest would do you good!"
From tho International News Bureau, Inc., IS School street, Boston,
Mass.
8

-

at

-

'

y

in-.,-

semi-offici- al

any donbt that she had three, but with
exquisite, politeness she avoided pointing out my error too abruptly. Is n,
any wonder then that I feel uneasy
about Ireland, when I see certain signs
of ,the times? Is it too late still to
take steps?
I asked to be called at S o'clock.
It was after 9 when I woke, with perturbation., "Why was I not called at

differ-entfrom-

-

Ber-line- rs

That a concerted movement actually
was under way is no longer to: i,e
doubted. In fact it was so well atom?
that something in the nature of a
caucus was held at which it wan de
cided that politics should be adjourned
for two years arid Mr. Bursum was
I ..
chosen to tell the people.
,
At first glance it appeared vto be a
The peo
praiseworthy movement.
pie are glad to be relieved from polit
ical campaigns ot any time, and in
thla year, when all our energies are
bent upon war, such a thing as a polit
ical campaign seemed particularly su
perfluous.
But when the people scanned'a little
more closely Mr. Bursum's suggestion,
which was considerably muddled to
begin with, they became suspicious. It
looked as if someone was trying to
run a whizzer on them. Th,.more
they studied it the ' more convinced
they became that such was the case.
ViTbe peopTe in the state have abouri
concluded that - the 'whole business'
started by Mr, Bursum and supported
by, the Evening Herald Is camouflage

....

;

.

So

,

.

"

.

had' for ks theme the adjourning of
politics in New Mexico, has not met
with what might truthfully be termed
encouraging responses from the people
of the state. There hns been apathy
aYid suspicion as to the
genuineness
of Mr. Bursum's unusual suggestion.
A number of editors have even ex
pressed a fear that Mr. Bursum's sole,
might find a refrain among his
friends and then thero threatened to
follow a concert pitched in the key of
The chorus of Mr. Burcamouflage.
sum's song- probably would run some
thing like this:

-

signed Aiysolf to the prospect of wandering about all night In the downpour hoping (hat morning and breakfast would con,.,; But the manager
ess, piqued perhaps' by the air of the
sportive stranger, 'said, "Wait a little,
we wilt
r
best for you."
When I descended at Westland Row
I lugged my belongings to the side-car- ,
for' ttie porters
busy elsewhere, talking politics, doubtless. The
car driver Smoked complacently .on top
of his jaunty turnout' as 1 put up the
traps.. MX heavy trunk I attempted to
swing up with a long circular sweep;
but I made a miscalculation and it
fell heavily.
.
"Bedad, but you made a good
sphrlng at it," said my Jehu cheerfully, and-hhelped my second effort.
1 was in Ireland and I felt good.
I have seen ' many hundred Jehus in
many hundred lands. Any one of them
might have aided me with a heavy
trunk. But there Is ony one country
where my Jeh'u would sit in Judgment
smoking a patient pipe as he observed
my violent exertions, and yet save the
situation, and more, by that indulgent
flattery, "Bedad, but you made a good
Sphring at it."
I could see at a glance that Jehu
was a Sinn Feiner, but when I asked
him how that party was progressing
he answered with Machiavelian diplomacy, for he had not yet summed me
up: "Bedad, some say they are stronger than they ought to be, and others
think they are not as shtrong as they
might." And as he rattled off to the
hotel every man I saw looked
the corresponding type in
England. I will not say they were
better or worse, but human nature
seemed to lie thicker upon them. The
little barefooted gamin who was near-lrun over retained presence of mind
nough to shout. "Up, de Valera!"
And tho news vendor was so absorbed
reading his paper that he tet more
than one client go by without noticing the temiered penny.
Yes, in; Ireland there is certainly
more human nature, whether for good
or bad. Even the furniture can hardly
be called Inanimate. I try to turn the
lock of a door. I find that it has been
put on upside down, but in response
to my efforts, at last the rusty bolt
shoots out with a bang like a pistol;
I then discover that, the catch on tho
other side haB been set too low to
catch all.
At another place the apprentice
deputy boots, whoso stature Indicated
a boy of ten but whose gravity was
that of a statesman, entered my room
without knocking, and In response to
my demand, replied that he wa
"looking for bottles.' I told him that
I had not spent the evening in that
company, and ordered him to bring
up water, hot7 for shaving. He brought
it In a watering can which hei swung
into the room with such impetuous
do-ou- t

.

Lloyd George acknowledges the necessity of an imperial war cabinet,
one that Includes- men from Canada
and Australia, who are to have a voice
In determining the more important
decisions of the war.
It is not likely that the people of the
dominions will want representation in
the peace cabinet which will come after the war. The need of tight
between the colonies and the
mother country will have been removed by then, and while England,
Canada and Australia will have been

.

'"-

THE WOMAN'S 8ALLTH.

Eaatarn RapreaentatlTa
RALPH R. MULiKJAN.
42nd Btraat. Naw Tock.
Entored aa ecund-clu- a
matur at tna
poatotflca of Atbaquarqua. N. St, asdar Aot
,.
of ConsraM of March L 187.
learner circulation thaa anjr other paper
ra New Mexico. Th only papar la Naw
Mexloa IMued every day to the year.
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION :
Dally, by carrier or by mall, on month, .too
I7.M
Yearly, In adranoe
WOTlua) TO SUBSCRIBERS.
BnkacTlbera
to the Journal when writing
to have their paper chanced to a new
muat be aura to tire the old addreaa
"The Moraine Journal hae a higher circulation ratine than la accorded to any other
American
paper la New Mexico." Th
Newepaper Directory.

zeal tiia't he discharged some of the
contents over my feetstg I sat on the
bedr,"ls it hot?", he inquired anxiously. It was very hot, and I am afraid
I embellished my reply in the affirmative,
"Then, I'll have it so," he.responded
gravely, satisfied that he had fulfilled
,
;
hiB mission.
,' It was the same boy who when I
asked for bacon for breakfast, added
by way of completing my thought:
'And a few eggs, I suppose?' I confessed that two would be sufficient.
He went away musing, but there was
real concern on his countenance when
he reappeared lri a short time and
placing his two arms rigidly at hit
sides, said in a voice which he had
striven to make firm: ''I have to inform you, "'tis a mateless day!"
Tho further west I got tne fewe
seemed the meatless days. Heavens
what chops! What steak! What bacon! What butter! And the smiles
and the good nature, and the willingness! No wonder they have been
called, as I remember, in the, word
of a bright young lady, "A dear, delightful people."
"That is your'only child. Mrs. B
Isn't it?" I inquired of a dame in the
country. "No, then, I have two."
She added ater a pause: "In fact, I
have three." Now Mrs. B.' never had

(By Arthur Lynclit M. P.)
"f beat voa.by a short nose!" The
speaker was a sportive looking gentle
man- In a Burberry,: and he uttered
this remark just as I hade appeared
at the bureau of the hotel to ask for
a roomHe hud got the last one avail
able from' which one of the servant
maids had been turned out.
Anywhere else but in Limerick my
fate would have been ead Indeed, for
tlm rain was falling steadily, and new
gentlemen in Burherrys were arriving
fast.1 It dawned on me that, as It was
the day 'of the Limerick races, not a
bed was available in the city, and I refcV
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The Pathos of Ireland
Some Recent Impressions

"Uncle Joe" Cunnon is going to run
for ..congress again. Evidently he
hasn't heard of tho move to adjourn
politics.
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The' Star Furniture Co.

2
frame, modern,
OF
TAX $2,000.
12
4 room Modern
Furnished Flat K. Central
Bleeping porches, completely furSl IT ,AM S.U.K.
enm. I36.SU,
2
Modern Furnished House B.
for
nished, suitable
families, V.v R.rnom ntnrlfrn. An Rn.t
Notice is hereby given that the un
rents for '"" $30.00 per month; 8rd pletely furnished, hardwimd floors, fire place Ontrat, !!5.00. 4'room Furnished House, E.
dersigned, C). A. Matson, Treasurer
hot water heat, A fine hume fur $75 per Central, (39.00.
,
Unfurnished House.
ward.
and
RESERVE
of
modern completely furnished
withFEDERAL
Taxes,
urnac and Range, $30. on.
frame, bath etc., month;
on
modern
in and for the County of Bernalillo, $2,500.
brick,
$30;
sleeping porch
sleeping porch, fine shade trees, ce- boutn isiuiia street
New ""Mexico, upon the first day of
ment biock garage, good barn; com- tMinvnlour. elauserl In sleeninir nnrnh mouern
Itanl.
TTEAXTTON
CO.
at
the
September, 1918,
hour of 10
pletely furnished: 4ih. ward.
wood floors on South Walter street tlil.SO.
v TlllRD AND GOLD.
o'clock a. m will apply to the Dis $2,300.
shingle bungalow,
BANKS INCREASE
of the Second Judicial
modern, built-i- n features, hardwood
A IL. MARTIN CO.
floors,
District of the State of New Mexico,
glassed
sleeping
porch,
'
4th.
ward.
REAL
ESTATE, FIRE INSURANCE.
garage;
within
for
and
the County of
sitting
in
stuccoed
$2,500.
bungalow
LOANS.
for
Bernalillo,
a Judgment against the University Heights, modern, fire210 West Gold.
Phone 168.
lands, real estate and personal prop-,
of
$63,- erty upon which taxes assessed within
place.
They Show a Jump
brick, basement, furnace,
2 story brick res$5,500.
for said county, are delinquent
dandv built-i- n
features, hardwood
LOST.
idence, steam heat, lot 100x142,
000,000 Over Previous and
and unpaid In the sum iof more than
good- porch, garage, siilentlid
floors,
v
4th.- ward.
'ST
No.
Automobile
license
llil
tug
and terms right.
Week; Gold Reserves, How- $25.00, and for an order of said court $3,000.
stuccoed bungalow,
'tall light. Mum to tliia office, or to Max location. Prioe
K. Mi- - I.I'1HAN
to sell such lands, real estate and per
hardwood floors, garage; Chaves, Alameda.
modern,
n7.
em
I'lmiHi
w.
doid.
ever, Show Only Slight Gain sonal property to satisfy such iude- ,
Fire and Auto Insuranco.
Highlands, close In.
Notary Publlo
HELP
WANTED.
ment; and notice is hereby further
given that said Treasurer and
Male.
HT MOflNINQ JOURNOL FtCIM. LXASSO Wlt
FOR RENT Rooms.
Collector of Taxes, within thirty
Seal Estate, Insurance. Loam
Washington, July 14. Itesources of days after rendition of such Judgment,
WANTED Delivery boya at V lie Economist.
111
South
ttreet
Fourth
NortU.
the twelve federal reserve hanks were will offer for sale at Public Auction
Foun-drWANTED Machinist. Albua.uero.ue
l.'iH ki;nt ItiK.ms fur Iltht housekeeping.
J4J17,722,000 at the close of business at the front door of the Court House
and Machine Worka.
41S North Second.
s
Saturday night, or an increase of of said Bernalillo county, separately
mcchauic.
WANTED
auto
rooms; no
FOH KBNT Modern rurnistieo
163,000,000 over the total of a week and In consecutive order, each Darnel
Doming Ice Cream Factory.
BUSINESS
MEN
sick; running water. t08Si West Central.
VaNTBD A Rood furm hand, Itlo Grand
ago, according to the combined state- of property upon which any taxes are
re
Rooms
RENT
week,
FOlt
(h
bath;
' First Class Office Man
Industrial School, phone
ment Issued today by the reserve delinquent and against which Judgrates; no sick; oyer Golden Hulo
Lc
eream makei'i good salury summer
WAiNTiCl
wants work. Not sick.
Store.
board, old 'reserves of $1, 960,052, 000 ment has beejir rendered, for the
to experienced met). Oemlng Ice Cream
were only slightly in excess of those amount of taxes, interest, penalties
FOR KENT Large. well ventilated bed
'
Factor.
J. J. T., Journal
room. !1
North
Fifth street, l'hone
week. The statement and costs due thereon, or so much of
, of the previous
vv AiSTKU
to
Curueuiers
per duy. 1S87-such each parcel as may be necessary
follows:
Laborers 'l.bO to 13 90 per day. 40 labor
and
tlO CHANDE HOTBo-Roo- ms
ers for Oklahoma at once. Employment 110
to realise the respective amounts due,
Resources:
61s West Central. Mrs. Richard
South Third. Phone 354.
Gold coin and certificates in vault, And notice is hereby further given that
West. I'rc1prltres.
FOR
SALLUveslock.
said Treasurer and
Col
Ntc
IIOOM8
clean rooma;
Wmaie.
IMPERIAL,
.$422,738,000.
HA LK Two well brtikcit cow
day or week; ofer Weolworth'e,
ponies. WANTED Experienced
Gold settlement fund federal re- lector ot Taxes will offer for sale at
Mecca S19rates by
waitress.
Central.
Basemek's
SSI.
West
rhone
Dairy,
the front door of the Court Housa of
Oaf a.
serve board, (524,225,000,
furnlsfced outslds room
flood drivtiiR or work horse
the said Bernalillo county at the date FOB-yOrlm- - FOR
' Gold with foreign agencies,
also splendid riding horse. Itlo Grande WANTED Young lady to work at
by the week or month; also furnished room
fixed for the sale of property upon Industrial School. Phone
shaw's.
for light housekeeping. Elms Hot I, corner
which taxes are delinquent in excess f'uli HAl.K ftxira fine, yuuna pedigreed w A N TKL AJompeteut aaieawoniau.
la First and TIJeras.
Total gold held by banks,
Economist."
of $25.00, separately and in consecubreedtne stock Flemish Olant. New Zea
.
.
BoutH.
WAXTElVVVonian
Rufus
and
4
Red
for
land,
housework,
hares.
William
Belgian
general
3old with federal reserve agents, tive order each parcel of property
FOR RENT Furnished room 414 Waet ill- U24
North
Eleventh
Sr.,
811 South Hlgh'1'
Street,
upon which taxes of $25.00 or less. Albuquerqui-l,- N. At.
''-.-- .
var; no atca, no cnuaren.
, ... $9B3,H70O..--.;,:v- V ANTED
X woman for general housework
delinquent as shown by the tax
FOR RKNTNlcaly turntuneO front bed
'
Gold redemption fund, $34,413,000, are
Uexemek's Dairy! Phone S51.
101 South
rolls and by the lists posted durinu
room; close in. Phone 1431-Total gold reserve, $1,960,052,000.
'
housework. Fifth.
WANTED Woman for light
(the period of this publication at the
MONEY
LOAN.
TO
White or colored. 100 North Wultnr,
rooms Hi
Legal tender notes, silver, etc.,
FOR KENT Throe furnished
door of the Court House for
front
or
V
at tha
West Lead. Inquire at residence
WOMAN
,.
For general housework; no oook.
said Bernalillo county or so much ltjjrTTCTcCtNOnraTeTl
Brwood Bakery.
tav Wt nnM fl'v Resltv
Address Box 626. Albuquerque.
Phnn ffa
Ing.
Total reserves, $2, 01!!, 984, 000.
thereof as may be necessary to realize
WANTED Female cook for boarding house, .'OR RENT Furnished roomsand for light
Bills discounted for members and the
gas. 72t
housekeeping. Coat stove
respective amounts due, together
FOR SALE,
good pay; fare paid. W. B. Brown Mar.
Ranches.
'iMith Second.
federal reserve banks, $ 1,1 59; 82,000. with Interest, penalties and costs.
shall, Madrid, N. M.
Bills bought In open market, 1218,- -'
fine ranch, 10,0000 WANTED V girl for general housework In FOlt RENT Nicely furnished room with
O, A. .MATSON, ,
Bleeping
porch, first ' class - board next
anres, g miles from railroad, 25 miles
464,000.
small fumtly. . Apply mornings at Lew- and
Treasurer
Collector
deor, 609 West Qold.
north of Albuquerque, 50 per cent tillable. Ison s. 605 North Tenth.
Total bills on' harid, .$1,378,346,000.
of Taxes, Bernalillo County, N. M.
Adilrens: Bank. 1624 Ptout Street, Denver.
Two rooms for light housekeepUnited
States government long
WANTED Olrl for general housework at FOR RENT
First publication? July 15.
FOlt gALti 1M acres mountain ranuh on
ing. Oognado Apartments and furnished
JJ. M. Upper Pecos. For partlcu
- '
Cowles,
term securities, (4,289,000.
rooms. 41S South Second.
Fecoa river, 15 acres tKider cultivatlan: lars call at CI 9 North Second.
United States government short
00 acres fenced; S modern
Lists
furnlsne-.-oom- ;
,4201.
light
Larue
RENT
FOR
one mile protected trout stream.
TBUEOKAPHY, Stenography, Bookkeeping.
4
354a.
term securities, $4,213,000.
housekeeping. Well people; no children;
Box 125, Valley Ranch. N. M.
Board, room and tuition may be aarnea
RKSTOHATIOX TO ENTRY Of
All other earning assets, $72,000.
Macks y Business Colleges, Los Angeles and phones bath. fi west uoiu.
IAN1S l NATIONAI, PORCST.
Total earning assets, $1,450,61400.
rrasna
Foil RENT Furnished for houarket-plng.
PASTURAGE.
NetlcA-i- n
rherebyr given that the
one large room wit n sut winnows, upsiaira.
Uncollected Items, (deducted from lands .described
below .embracing FOll RBNT Tastur witn water In olljr
RENl-Dweainf
110.00 per month, 814 West Coal.
FOR
gross deposits), $040,110,000.'.'.
72.08 pcres, within the Manzano Nalimits. II 50 par - month
In advanos.
house,
FOUltENT" Furnishd
.Five per .cent., redemption fund tional Forests, . New Mexico, will be Phone Jlfl-W- .
..
jAortn.
.....l.
. " livht
- .nil- WR- .unln. ,ui.Ah
Willi iTUlnui-CoeX
Cl
month.
110.00
per
against' federal reserve bank notes. subject to settlement and entry under
FOK RENT Four m flat, furnished. 40t
paid;
"' '..
tne provisions or .tne nomestead laws
North Third. Modern, Inquire 313 South
$735,000.'.
WAjNTED Fosltion.
;
First.
of the United States and the act of
'V
AH other resources, $9,979,000,
W outh
as
FOR RENT Furnished rons.
;
by
June 11. 1900 (34 Stat., ,233),. at the WA.Vi'liD l'ttsitiunBOUttl.
Total resources, $4,117,722,000.
woman.
American
Would
competent
leava
waiter, rnona sea.
office
United
land
States
at
house
Santa, Fe, town. af Journal.
FOR RENT One furnished
Liabilities: ' v
room, gentleman
401 South Seventh. Apply at 114 West FOR ksT Furnished
New Mexico, on August 24t 1918. Any
unfurnished house at
Capital paid In, $70,324,000.
preferred. 101 South Walter.
Qold. Also
settler who was actually and In good
41
Seventh.
with sl4pm
room
South
.
FOR
RENT
RENT
FOR
Large
Office Rooms.
Surplus, $1,134,000.
faith claiming any of said lands for
porch; Ideal for two. - li Hast t;enirai.
Government deposits, $169,393,000. agricultural purposes prior to Janu h'UU UK.NT Office room. Inquire room 7,
Illghtaneas.
FOlT WENT Furnished room with sleepiag
Due' to members- - reserve account, ary 1, 190G, and has not abandoned
wxtsrs
Barnett Building.
FOK KENT - Desirable
;
pori-hlady preferred. 101 South Walter.
same, has a preference right to make FOR ttKNT Offloes In suite oi alngla. Call
furnished cottage. Fhone Ms-$M39.'3,0OOt
RENT
FOR
a
Large furnished front room.
homestead
for
act
the
lands
entry
; Collection
cottage
upstslrs, over Woolworth's store.
FOR RENT Furnished
Items, $"477,526,000.
Well gentleman prefered, 107 South Wal- Said lands were list- -. cuk KUN'- i-l rrant connecting office
ually occupied.
with alaeping
njionth. Waller.
VCther Jeposits, including foreign ed
ter.
..
upon-(hroom, over Golden Rule Store. Inquire FOil RENT Foutct hauae two glassed
applications of the pergovernment credits. $107,809,000. RENT Rooma furnished for housesons mentioned below, who. have a
. lu porelMis. Water
41
phone 1MW, FOlt
110 Boutb
n.lr
porch,
keeping, larg sleeping
Total gross deposits, $2,194,074,000. preference right subject to the prior
' " ''
"
'
famished cottage. Walnut. ' .'
FOR RENT
':
.'Federal reserve notes In actual cir- right of any such settler, provided
B34-617
South Bmadwar. fhona
PERSONAL.
Inquire
with sleeping porch
FOR RENT-Rosuch settler or applicant Is qualified to
culation, $1,813,425,000, vl
modern house. Also
with or without board. Phon 471. 111?
FOR RENT
:&
four-roFederal reserve bank notrts In elf make homestead entry and the preferhouse. Near shops. Apply ft 900
East Central.
"
ence right Is exercised prior to August
'
Williams.
t '
culation net liability, $10,800,000.
,
FOlt RENT Nicely furnished room, prlvat
on
which
date
the
will
lands
24,
1918,
couple, reasonable.
entrance, suitable fur
All other liabilities, $21,965,000.
furnished house
FORi RENT
' t
be subject to settlement and entry by Kins mentioned
,
below, who have a ' with sleeping porch, $18,00 ' per month, 623 South Arno;
Total liabilities, $4,117,722,000.
A
tract of reference
person,
any qualified
FOlt RENT Three room and large sleepright subject to the prlc-"ig- Water paid. 623 South Wflter.
Ratio of gold reserves to net depos- 557.51 acres, within what will prob
table
with
suitable
for
of any ,suoh settler, providfamily,
ing porch,
FOR Rent Furnished fouYirooru house with
it' and federal reserve note liabilities ably be when surveyed Sec. 11, T. 11 tich setUcf
or applicant Is quallfl
, sleeping porch,- light and water paid, 111 board If dslred. 1700 East Central. Phon
N R. 4 p.. N. M. P. M., described by o make homestead
, i , , .
combined 68.? per cent, '
2133-V
1404
South
Arho.
j
and.
th'
fier
jnonth.
.entry
270 as follows: BeginRatiOtf, total reserves to net depos- II. E.at S..No.
right is exercised prior to Won BENT After July ifcjh, modern furn- General.
corner No. 1, whence U. B. L. preference
24 .198, on which date the
August
it and federal reserve notes liabilities ning
Ished
house with hath nd' sleeping porch FOR KKNT Nicely - fusniehed
23
mouern
N.
24'
M. No. 1 Sandia bears
fe, lands will be
to
24I4.F2.
settlement and at (07 South EJIth.' Plu
combined 69;9 pen cent:
room for light housekeeping. Phone 1778
15.19 chs
extending thence S. 22.99 entry by anysubject
A
person.--qualified
New
vjK RENT
cottage
chs.;- thence S. 89" 50' W., 25.02 chs.; tract of 62.12 acres, within Sec. 25. T.
Sleeping porches.- 1406 South High
FOR SALE Pumlture.
thence N. , 22.99 chs.; thence E, 25 20 fl.i R. 2 E., N. M. P. M.,. described'
t. City ReaityJJo
hone 776.
WHILE UNLOADING PISTOL chs
Household furniture Including
, to the place of beginning, except
8. No. 2C2 as follows: Be- - FOR RENT Modern bungalow three rooms IUK SALE furniture-new
byH.E.
bedroom
sanitary couch.
portion (43.93 acres) heretofore rinninip At rnrn.i- - TCrt 1 fhan.. t
furnished.
with large sleeping perch.
'MAN WOUNDS HIS SISTER that
net
.tables,
the
gne White sewing maclilile.
chairs,
restored under List
corner common to Sees. 24 find 2s, T. Phone 7!. Inquire Iii East Central.
and
13.68
gas
heater, Wilga
range
acres,
refrigerator,
being
20 N., R, 2
and Sees. 19 and 30, iOR RENT Moderi) furntehad flat nn East son heater one small heater, rartf
' area. hereby oft.listed
leaving
tSPCIL COaaiaPONDSNCB to morMin journal
Cosmo Garcia, Alame T. 20 N., U. K.,,
3 E., bears N. 89 38' E.t.
application
Central car line, convenient to funator
Third. North
60S
must
at
ojiee.
All lands 13.79 ens.;
jell
city
East Las Vegas, N. pi., July 14.
da, New Mexico: List
thence S. 7" 80' lums. Thaxttm & ;C,, Thtfd and 'lold,
extending
not
While removing cartridges from a re- embraced In original list
W., 6.80
thence, S. 84" 19 W.. FOnRHNT Furnished oottage, modern,
BUSINESS CHANCES.
will revert to 18.08 chs.;chs.;
volver with which he had been hunt- covered .by List
thence S. 37 IB' E., 11,60
glassed porches;" University car lines.
to
It
which
status
the
prior
thence
N, 6S 40' W 10.16 chs.: Phone (81, morning. 1624. Bent Central.
chs.;
R
ing a skunk, William Ackerman aU the- original listing, occupied
FO
to. any thence S. 61 46' W., 27.24 chs.? Foil RENT
modern
Ceneral Avenue. Apply to J. E. Elder,
lowed the weapon to be discharged. valid adverse claim. subject
e
A tract of 160 thence 8. 73 22' W., 30.29
Completely furnished; two porches;,
thenc
chs.;
agent.
The bullet, a .25 caliber; struck
6
Call
11
Bnath
Cedar.
N
lie
R. E., N. 0" 45" E., 6.01,
neighborhood.
acres, within Sec. 25, T.
67
N.
thence
cha;
well furnished
sister, Miss Sarah Aokerman, described as the Ntf SW14, the 8
in Highlands, four- - FOR .SALE Hotel, seventeen close
17' E., 43.28, chs. thence N 41 26' FOlt. BENT . Kous
to depot.
rooms, centrally located,
In'! the shoulder. ..It la believed;
she NW14, except that portion (101.50 E., 21.97
furnished:' glatned in Owner
room
sacrifice. Sea National Invest21"
will
N.
thenee
chs.t
40'
E.,
also garage, Call 1307
'List
East
under
restored
porch;
heretofore
sleeping
Third.'
104
North
;,
ment
acres)
will ecover.
11.51
'
C.,
thence
vt;,.
.89 36' E 7.71
r
f ;
the net area hereby listed be- chs., tochs.:
'
RENT On of the best double stors
the place of beginning except ?entraL
J. MV Ackerman, the girl's father, ing ,58.80
,
Franin
near
of
RENT
Highlands
acres, application
University
building ana beat located- for general
that portion (30 acres) heretofore Foa
formerly lived at Lamy and "was in cisco Garcia y Candelario,
modern furnished 'merchandise In the city: See J.-car line, new
Eakla at
' the net
under list
Phone Washington Apartment
1601 West Central.
bungalow. Rent Very reasonable.
Charge of the Santa Fe roundhouse Romero, Old Albuquerque, New Mex- restored
-- "
area
listed
32,12
.
acres,
In
being
hereby
he"
.
I
Phon ten.
M.
at that point: "At present
June 19, 1S18.-Cico; List
of William JV Rogers, FOR KENT Furnished
cottage
BRUCE, , Assistant Commissioner of CPpUcation
BUrmah 1n government railway,
Santa Fe H. E. 03006; Ilst
made
In aleeplnr porch; convenient
who
FOR RENT Ap&itmenti.
with
'
glassed
u
the
Land
General
;
Office.,
TIC.
.,..
f,.i:
j
NE
to shops; light and water paid. 114 Jr
The'EH 8E14 SE
,j
-f
Mil
..."" Sec, 26, T. 18 N., R. 3 E., 6.00 acres, month
1406 South Area. r.
thre
iii
apartment,
p
K.pK RENT Furnlshil
;
rooms and bath, modern, 114 West Coa.
i4S,-4249i
i
MFWr-.TAR-.
'I', LUrta'
NOVA. If?
application of Julian Ribera, Jemeit,
General,
"
Two
RENT
and
FOR
':''-The NE14
;
NewMexico; List
4354.
and sleeping ' room.
' SWK
Highland
SEU SElii the W!i SWli PXU. FR RENT Furnished busgalow. ' Th Ex-- ; I ; LOSING BRIGHTNESS RESTORATION
"TO ENTRY OF
Hon.Phone Mil.
change.
y
SWH
the
,NW14
SEU.
8Ei
I AX 1)8 IN NATIONAL FOREST,
SE,
Furnished
RENT
OR
housekeeping , tni
RENT
house, suitable -for
Eft sw se me sw FOR?
ni
Notice la hereby given - that the the E
single, rooms, new modern building-,.
tar omin jcuMAt eraeisi. lsasio wiaal
two apsrtments. Phone f !(,-SWH
SEU
SE4
81S
..
,
Seventh;
North
lands described ,, below,4 embracing
NWV4' SE1J, the 8E4 8W14
Washington. July 14. Nova, the 88.62
rt RENT
or FOR RENT Three or feur room furnished
SE14
furnished
house,
within
Santa.
the
Fe
Na,
.unfurnished, dose In.
new star which suddenly appeared Jn tlonal acres,'
papered and r apartments, modern; th 10 'Mock South
"Forest, New - Mexico, win ' be 8EJ4, th N BM NE 8W theSec.NW2, Minted. City Realty Co. Newly
phone 77.
noiei- vTTiie.
Sixth-- . InnulfJ etaroy
NW14 NE14 NE.
the eastern skies, early In June, Is' now subject to settlement and entry undor the N
Modern!
'room
houses.
BENT
n- NEW, the NE14 NWU FOR
CHANCE' for a happy winter borne. Coal
of the homestead laws NEW. NW
fading, the naval observatory
the
provisions
Borne
W.
to
H.
furnished.,
Money,
NEK See. 11, T. 19 N.. R. 6 B., McMllllon. 304 West' Qol4' loon.
already stored, a few nice, little furnished
nqiuncetl, and. as yet shows no lndlca'- - of the United States and the act of NW
person.
apartment vacant. Suitablefor two
tldns of bursting out again as a star June H,190t 34 Stat., 233), at the 52.60 acres,- application of Noberto tuH RENT
rooms
upcalled by Unci 8am-)- . If taken
(
(Tenant
v United States land office at Santa Fe, Roybrtl, Buckman, New Mexico; List,
room
down stair., nicely furn- quick
of the first magnitude.' . r
t
firmer
round
stairs,
for
the
alt
let
will
year
Z
HT.
4
a.
UKUUl-.on August 24, 191S. Any
June 19, 191a. C.
.
ished, aultabK for to parties. No children. price at THE WASHINOTON, 1002 West
Astronomical '.obsenrers' who, havfe New Mexico, was
'
actually and In good Assistant Commissioner Xof the .-General' Phone 624 or call 114 Wet Gold.
. ..
J. P. gakln. PryV, ?sCntral.
visitor nightly say settler who
been watchlng-th- e
faith claiming any. of said lands for Land pfffd
lifW the brightest" star mat nas ap agricultural
CHIROPOiKT.s
.
to January
purposes
prior
FOR REN1
Mi$caianisout.
reared since JCeppler'a Btar, In' the '., l0C. and has not abandoned same,
CAtiOtfttwr ftiirioved" with- classified cwlt.a
constellation Ophluchus, .first aeen on tas a preferjenee" right '. to make a Tell
the
through
or scoreness,-- ) Bunion treated. HOP.8ES snd Rig to Jeaue BprMOi
out
pain
,
rates. 8. Oarets. ltW Mortli Arno.
and which vanished homestead entry for th lands
October
,. ..
supporters mad, to fit your fe. Will
columns of The Journal. Jte-- r Arch
he her until July Ifltn. c. K. Cha, l"
In March the next year after reaching
FOiS'BKNlrrjintl driving hors aad bvg- l
occupied. Bala lands were list-- -fi salts are
certain.
'and
.........
U4-.- i,
Peon
lit,--.ot
Phvae
I
lur
hour.
per,
th
'quick
Csntral.
th
Vft
(!.
upon
applications
tf
Jujiwr,
MllSiaiicy..quaUlnjt,.p,at.

XOTICK

filK-n-

ff

trict-Cou-

.

Fur S&le,

118 West Qold Ave.
Have a nice line ot Furniture
Several gas plates at low prices.
Still buying 2nd hand furniture.
Thone 409.

Maliiiniii timJ

Four rooms and bath, large glazed
and screened steeping porch. Four
blocks from West Central. Close
In. Some cash and 318 per month
will handle. It will pay you to
Investigate. Owner leaving town,
and will sacrifice. See National
Investment

102

Co.,

FOR SALE

A

adobe

m

house In Old Town, two blocks
from Car Line, cheap for cash,
must be sold. Address P, O,
Box, S6, Old Abuquerque, N. M.

North Third.

-

y

First-clus-

2406-F-

opart.-ment-

.

Xuj

RENT-rNlcel- y

2406-F-

'

Oesti-eoh-

,

,

-

rAijjc

-
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;

five-roo-

bung-slow- s;
"

,

.

W

.

gt.

.-'"

Wi-s-

four-roo- m

fnur-roo-

1

J.

two-roo- m

e

;

'

Three-roo-

...,

ams

i

Three-roo-

-

'.

ht

-

5V

,

three-roo-

-
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;

RENT-TWU-

Three-roo-

bung-alo-

deslr-sbl-

Ack-erma-

tuna-alow-

;'!'

"

-

care-Jesu-

"

1

s

w

FOR SALE Alfalfa. Phone
FOR KALE Swell player piano, cheap and
Phone
.easy terms.. 11 North Fourth,

'

,

---

m

'

'

'

thre-roo-

apart-meat-

s

-

Elltht-roo-

i

v

-

-

-,

3--

.-

.

116.

act-tally-

it'

.

i

-

.

Three pool tallies and fixtures;
also set of bar fixture; cheap. A. K.
Slegner, Olovls, N, M.
FOR HAl.E lllgh-grail- a
upright
piano,
walnut finish, slightly used, cost 6400,
will take 6100 cash. Bux 34, care of Journal.
FOR SALE One . 1050 lb. driving horse;
on good pony; one good
ona
runabout; on aurey; one cart; one surrey
one
two
saddle;
pole;
single harness, one
heavy. G20 Nortlt Becond.

A.-.-

j.

sat

Style No. 4, In first class cond-

itionCheap.

THE ECONOMIST

FOR SALE

.

CARDS.

PROFESSIONAL
ATTOBNEVI

T

IUUM W. WILSON

II, if

Room

.. Alton

end la
Phon

Cromwell BoUdtnn

1171

..
BOKEY
Attorneys at
I, Law Library Building
iOo per gallon.
Roofs under ottr ear will
DENTISTS
Improve from year to year. We can put on
a new roof that will laat as long aa the UK. t. B. fttMAIrl
Dental Burgeon
.,
building. Tha Mansano Co. Phone IsOl-Atoms l, Barnett Building
(10 South Walnut.
Pktgst 141
Mad
,
Appointment
by Hall
ERIE carbon root paint ana root cement
stops leaks; lasts flva years, Vn Devoe U. f , COl'P
'i
DeatiM
ready paint, floor paint, Valspar, Jap-a-la' '
Boon4-- l Mellnl Bulldhig"
cold water kalsomln. and be satisfied.
Thos. r. Keleher, 401 W. Central. Phone 410.
FHYSICIAWS
AMD BUKOEONi
"
'
"
FOR SALE One number on drlvini horae. W. T. Ml BPIir, II. d7"
I'ruetlr Limited to Tulierculoels Wright
ju;,u ins.; onc.norse, wetgnt sou
weignt
lbs.-- , onrt runabout;
onn surrey; one part; building; oppsslte postofflce, of floe hour.
10 to 13 a. m i i to t p. m. Phon. office
ne heavy buggy pole; one heavy storK sad
dle-- , one
residence 8K7-light saddle; one Indy's saddle; two 397-single harness, one heavy. 620 North Second I'M. sJAKUAMK
U. CAMTWIUUMV- -.
Praetle Limited to Women' sai Ctstl- ..
dren'
1
UK m Ceptrai Phon I7L Albuuere, if. nt
'
xFOR 8 A LIB
ONE)
.. ..
Centrifugal pump and DRS. (TVLIi A BAJUS
motor. With pressure control. Ap
fret-ti)
Itmlte)' tu Fy, - Car,
.. THKOAT
ply D. Weinman, oars Economist.
Office Hour! 14 to It: t to I
8Ut National Bank Building
.. ,
DR. HA RAH COKKR
practice Limited to Children,
WANTED Miscellaneous. .
Offtc Room t and I, Wright tldg.
Fourth nod Qold.
SPECIAL rates made to picnic auU. fishing
Houia ( p. m. to I n, tn.
parties. Call 16W-- J.
Realdenc Phon 1071,
Offlc Phen (41
washed and
WANTBU iLiic
curtains
85o
l'hone
(04.
stretched,
per pair,
Egga
WANTED At once second hand furniture
and kitchen utensils; also cook stov or
Stoak. eggs, and chick. C P. Hay, 134
range. Phon 2196-J- .
Vorth High.
WAN'I Kb
:,u(J at
per cent on first,
mortgage real estute, worth double. W. I.
SALE Automobiles.
I ,
West Onld.
Metcalf,
WANTED A man or afamlly to occupy FOB HALE Oakland 'Sensible six," new.
4" North Fifteenth.
a house tu look after ranch . In Coyoto
Canon. Address L. F. enre .lnurnal.
rs
FOK
tuuring car. First- WAKTEU-7-Oentle
cIobs condition. Consider UihIro roudster
driving and riding pony
for Its keep with' privilege of buying; also and some cash. Apply ofter 6 p. m. (21
South Arno,
buggy and harness. Address J, W, ' M-- ,
Journal',.
FOR SALE Itoadstei
tn good condition.
sweet yeas.
F(5h SA.E Beautllui
fully, eaulnned. ireoulne bariraln. Will an- assorted
color
long stemmed, fragrant,
cept Liberty Bonds. Ask for Moor, Phillip
780 per hundred. Order In advance. Itlo
Oarage, (11 West Silver.
t404-f- t.
Ornnd Industrial
KUUKl

Iw

ult

OOB

01.

Ha

FOLErouwy
Tor

m

Sehtiojphon

run aunn.
HKlHEHTiCASH PHICE
BT THB SOUTH WSSTERN JUNK CO.,
WB ALSO
114 WEST LEAD. PHON a 41t.
:
81
OLD AUTOB.
WANTKD-8econd-aad
men's and boyAlso
trunk
elothes. shoe and underwear.
aond- and suit- eases. .Call 6i. CWeago
hand store, (17 Bonth First.
WANTED Ou.vou bags. Pay from so to o
esch. (00 ton sernp Iron. Pay from
to
per lb.- - Pstrlotlo dut. St. Lul(
Junk'Co., 404 South First street. Phon (71
WANTED Corerul kodak finishing by masTwlo daily servic.
ter photographers.
Remember, sat Infliction guaranteed, t Send
to
rellahlei
establlslied firm.
a
your flnlslilng
Hanna ft 44anna. master Dhotagrapher.

rip

r

;

nouses.

FOR SALL

FOR HALJS NIc homo, furnished- and A
good paying business, 11,000, half cash.
Punifalow. Journal office.
FOlt SALE Cheap, . four-roobungalow
with nice, war garden,
term. Phon
1IJ47-fall 1119 Smith Hrovlwsy.
five-rooSALE Modern
FOlt
house
Anil Hmn 1tur
t ilrnl.l.eit. Inrre lmi-,hgain for quick sale. Sis South High.

...

A SNAP.

.

.,

FOR SALE Five Utrga. room modern brick
house, close in, furnished or unfurnish
ed. If you want
real bargain, phone 14K-- J
lt
West Coal.

Room With Board.

For Rent

CARPENTERING.

FoHCAIUKVniHIoX
with sleeping poiuh an.
. Card 60S
bosrn. '410 East Central.
North First street.
.'
.
t- -ii ' "-FOR RENT Clean gyirnlslied rooms for well
1201
or
without
South
with
board,.
people,
'.
- - - ,
Walter.
TTPEWRITRHbV
All make, overhauled and
Nice
RENT
FOlt
sleeping porch for twu.
repaired. Ribbon for every machine. Al.
Boarding huuso clos. 72 Bonth Waller. bunuerane
Typwrlter
Exchange, Pusa 111
604.-)i'
Phon
: n
,
III Hnutn Fourth.
IUOH Ola board and sleeping porch altb
room nt summer I aces, IK. (M Boutb
'
Phon 16I(TW.
,
ll RENT Very desirable room, sleeping
' .;
MAIL BTAGB
.
.,
i
porch, hot and cold water, tut claaa table
enw Hm. '
Phone rail ' anywhere
uard Casa Be pro (It West Gold.
t.tf. RUtA. nttw V .'m , .. U.....ll..
. 's.in.
m"i-imuMRS. W. If. REED, ol th Lockhart Ranch
Lv. Mnaoiton 7 a.m.c ar. Rllvee ntv s mm
Iras moved to 603 South Arno, where she Best
tialnped: suto llvory Idj southwest.
I
prepared to take health seekers. Phone
BENNETT MOTOR. TRANSIT CO.
J136.
v
.,.,,;.:. piM..CItrt .,Jt,, t.K.:
S
"&U JARD1N ESCOND1DO''
will hav
for one or two, va, large room, aultabi
cant July 18th. 1H01 West Central. Phon
TIME CARDS.
HY1t-Hu--

ui,

-

its

lit.

"

--

.."'. 1

..."v,.

'

i. JARDIN KSCONDIDtlf' For convales- pent. Something a little, better. Coolest
In city. Pleasant surrounding. Rates
Dlae
reasonable. J01
8HADT NOOK "ranclTof fni sxcelleof room
and tionrd. Just the pises to get atrong.
For ratss phon J4J0F-4- ; fre Uaasportatlon
Aoeommpdatlon now avallabla. Mr. H, B.
.
., t
... .!
Tbomaa
, .

WotsntrPbonri

TO TRADE.

tl

-

.

v

2118--

.

Underwood Typewriter

H0.1-F-

turn-Ishe-

-

FOR SALE

Miscellaneous.

FOR SALL

ATCHISON TOPRKA A SANTA T
'
WA
CO.
No. ;
Class.
1. The Boottt

-

..........

.

Arrive

4il0 pm.
(. CaUfornla Limited ..11:41am.

RAH
Departs.

1:30 pm.
12:46 pnx
7. Fargo
..14:44 am, 11:14 am.
t '
. Th
1:14 am. 1:1 am
Navajo
-f4eeittiBwanA. :
r801. El
14:11 pan.
.
.
express
11:41 nan.
407. El Paao Kxpraa,

HIGH L v'lmprovelC Ikendriount yTTexaa,
for
farm and ranch,' 1550 acre. Trad
pasturage, or. for pasturag and cattlo. 4W
Pan
ere in cultivation. Beat improved property
.....
southwest Texas,. Larg realdenc. Two two- - 1
V Knithwnl7:14am.
Three 14. To , Soout
stary. residence.) Three
ana.
barn. Inexhaustable water. Wells, ft. Th i Navajo
larg
do pin. 1:4 nan.
ccnek and springs. '. Windmills, - .gasoline
4. Caltfornlk Limited ..
Antool
.etc On Born-- 8
t. Ba4 F Bight..., . pm. ' 1:H pas.
Plimp, tank,
,
aHtomoUil-road.Adjoins town and rallroad.
;" .
r,( par vre, Addreaa
u. a. Bhumard. INi Xaaa City and tMtv
Chicago. T:M ass,
A MM CUf M4
t:U
4

-

....

.........

''jt

'

Cii

:(
t:pia.
.
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CRESCENT HARDWARE CO.
818 WEST CENTRAL

COLONEL SELLERS
IIEim

"Wrot" Steel Warm Air Furnaces
ABSOLUTELY

GUARANTEED.

ALBtQVERQCK, N.

SI 5.

Apricots, it docs not

STORE

WARD'S
HOMER

License

RO ft ICR T

WARD

IT.

SIS Marble Avenue.

Couf

Phone

Phones

GROCERY
JONES

and South Walter.

.57

.

T YRIC
JL-

THEATER
TODAY AND TOMORROW JL W

-

GLADYS LESLIE
in "The Soap Girl"
VITAGHAPH

Let Us Send a Man

I

Matleucci, Palladino&Co.
GROCERIES AND MEATS
0
601 W. TIJeras. Phones
495-40-

FEED STORE Oil
X

tI

Undertakers

78.

PHONE

STRONG BLK., COPPER
AND SECOND.

LOCAL

Bf FIRE

f

I Strong Brothers f
PROMPT SERVICE.

FIRS! STREET IS
GUTTED

ITEMS

Tour la t lunches. Pullman Cafn.
Martin & Thom. Taxi. Phone 273.
A. C. Mott of New York iB In the
;
city on business.
T. Cromley of Thoreau, N. M., who
was here for several days, has return-

ed home.
Mr. and Mrs. R, F. Yoder of Gallup,
who were here several days, left for
their home yesterday morning.
H. Romero and family of Mountain-ai- r,
who were in Albuquerque Saturday, left for home yesterday morning.
Theodore N. Espe of Santa Fe, who
'was In Albuquerque for several days,
left for Santa Fe yesterday morning.
O. J. Otero and A. Chaves of Jemez
Springs, were In Albuquerque Saturday. They left for the springs yesterday morning.
'
The board of directors of the
Young Women's Christian association
will meet at the Chamber of Commerce at 8 o'clock tonight.
Miss Alma
Frelde, stenographer
for the Chamber of Commerce, accompanied by her mother and brother,
will leave this week for San Francisco,
where she will visit her sister.
There will be a special communication of Temple Lodge No. 6, A. F.
& A, M., this evening at 7:30 o'clock,
lor work in the M. M. degree. Visiting members will be welcome.
Albuquerque encampment No. 4. I.
O. O. F., will meet in regular session
at 8 o'clock tonight. All members
are 'requested to be present as officers are to be installed. Visiting
members will be welcome.
Miss Agnes Lallance, daughter ot
the Hev. and Mrs. Lallance of Lar
Cruces, N. M., is here visiting Mrs. T.
M. Dorria, 711 South Edith street
The Rev. Lallance was at one timt
pastor of the Central Avenue Methodist church here.
Lieut. Ed Dioran of a cavalry troop
at Camp Stanley, Texas, Is expected
to arrive this week to visit his brother, William Doran. Lieutenant Doran.
graduate of the University of New
Mexico, received his commission at
the first officers' training school, soon,
after the declaration of war.

v

QENTRYEGGS
ttfwktna, Skinner, Champion, Conwy and San Jose Market; 00c down.

Fire of unknown origin Btarted In
The lllttner company feed store, Frist
street and Tijerag avenue, shortly before 4 o'clock yesterday afternoon
gutted a part of the interior of the
store and for a time threatened the
Colombo Hotel directly above. Leo
Bonaguldl and A. Stevens are the
proprietors of the store. According to
the latter the damage In hay and
grain will approximate $2,000. Thti
loss is covered by Insurance.
The fire, which is thought to' have
started In a stack of hay near the
rear of ths store, was blazing full
blast when the firemen received the
alarm. Both the lowland and highland companies responded, however
and soon four streams of water were
shooting Into the flames.
Tin firemen were forced to break
a front window to gain entrance. Captain Harry Federicks of the central
station, who was the first fireman
to enter, cut his right foot on a piece
of broken glass.
A tin roof on the store and quick
work of the fireman was all that prevented the flames from eating above,
way through the hotet floor above.
The flames worked through the wall
into the store of the Albuquerque Bottling works but were extinguished be
fore they gained much headway.

w. s.

&

SOLDIERS FROM ALL
COUNTRY .
OF
PARTS
SWIM AT Y. M. C. A.
Soldiers from nearly every part of
the United States have taken swims
in the pool of the Albuquerque Y. M
whether passing
A.
C.
Soldiers,
through the city on troop trains or In
soecial carB on regular trains, often
spend their leisure hours In Albuquer
que by swarming the Y. M., C. A. as
the only place of recreation.
"There were more than . BOO of
these soldiers," said Lynn H. Fox,

Thoae who are fortunate enough to
have the opportunity to drive on the!
mesa, should not neglect to see ine
home and .surroundings of Col. D. K.
B. Sellers, corner of Vassar and Silver avenues, University heights.
The yard to ''the south and west of
the residence Is planted to flowers In
beds of different designs. The fenco
line is first bordered with sweetpeas
of various hues, thence follows an inside border of gladiolus, variegated in
colors. Each side of the pathway
through the flower section Is bordered
with the most beautiful dahlias ever
grown In this section. Between the
pathway and the house, beds of Shasta
da'.sies, verbenas in red, white and
blue colors, California popples and
Shirley poppies, sweet elysium, with
two large beds of asters not yet In
bloom, one of which will represent the
American flag and the other a service flag in appropriate colors. Immediately against the side of the house
are clusters of hollyhocks, variegated
colors, golden glow, nasturtiums and
numerous flowering bushes.
Along tho pergola, extending from
the sidewalk along the north side of
vathe house, are planted fifty-eigrieties of the finest climbing and bush
roses, many of them now In bloom,
and around the pillars of the pergo
la, pansies and other small flowers
of many colors and a number. of flowering, climbing vines.
To the north of the house Is a war
garden. In which is growing twentyone varieties of garden vegetables,
which are a show in themselves. Ad
joining the garden is a field of three
varieties of coin, including the Blue
Aztec, which is now higher than an
ordinary man's head and at each hill
of corn Is growing a climbing bean
which will mature later in the fall.
There are also varieties of cantaloupes, cassavas and watermelons
and at the extreme northern end ol
the premists, five rows of tomatoes- that appear exceedingly thrifty.
in connection with these premises
Colonel Sellers has provided for a
nrge dog yard, a large poultry yard,
where ho Is raising four special varieties of highbred chickens, turkeys,
guineas, ducks, geese and pheasants.
d
A
artificial pond with running water Is provided for the accommodation of the water fowls. Each
variety of poultry i,as Its own pen.
Adjoining the poultry yard is a large
Ded or kaffir corn, mllo maize and
sudun grass to he fed to the poultry.
n worm me visit to see
ii
this show place, many having already
taken photographs to send to their
eastern friends. Mr. Roehl, an exnert
California gardener, has given his en
tire time and attention to the pluc
Blnee lust spring, for the
purpose ol
uenionsiraiing that the soil of this
section will grow anything adaptable
10 mis climate as
thrifty as in any
other portion of the United States.

soc-

good-size-

m.

COMPANY,
STERN

MORNING

OFFICE

JOURNAL

Experienced man to tuke charge
of cotton goods and linen depart
nient In city. Apply Poslofflce Box
2011,

City.

WANTED.

Modern

House
Furniture For Sale
CALL MORNINGS.
323 South Third

'

suits pressed

Contract plan. Columbia Cleaning Co.
ueiiverj. I'uone ana.
and night
.

j

PHONE 4U.

Livery and saddle horses. Trtnihle'
lied Ham.

DR.

.,

MARRON

NAVY SINCE APRIL

Don't neglect

CniM Club,

I

the

"Two-Bit- "

USED CAR SALE
the

List

.........

5-

Its alleviation and cure, by my
combined treatments of Osteopathy, Medicine and Fh ger Surgery.
C. H. CONNER, M. D. D, O.
Office Stern Building
Phones Office 655. Residence, S25

.

WANTED
An assistant in work room.
WILLIAMS MILLINERY
208 EAST CENTRAL.

Overland

passenger
(ine Overland Touring

.,.$275

,. .$460
7-

5-

$950

-

papsenger
$2.0.00
One Ford Touring
$400
One Dodge Touring
$250
MANY
AMONG
BARGAINS
TUB'' ABOVE. CALL AND
LOOK THEM OVER
KISTLER-OVERLAN-

Phone

TIME OF

TIH-- :

Children, 5c
Children. 10c

R

SO. 10 H. M.

TODAY, July 15, at 906 South Edith'
Sale Starts Promptly at 2:30 p. m.

Touring,

- passenger

..j
One Overland Roadster,
One Butck
Touring,
6-

I

AUCTION SA

You Slay

Find Just Whnt You Wunt.
'
One Overland Touring
- passenger
.$100

One

to S. p. m. Adults, 10c;
to II iAdfiltn. 15e:
SHOWS 1:00. 2:30. 4 00. 5:30. 7:00.

PRICES

rfoin today.

Look Over

HAY FEVER

TOM MIX

DIRXCTION "WILLIAM POV.

lU--

1 --

-

IN PRICES -

710.

5

Four rooms of Furniture to go to the highest bidder
Note seme of the following urthles to be Hold:

cmhIi.

tuhle, rockers, Axiiiinstor rug, Brussels ihijj,
anil inattresH, iiany hcti, golilen oak (iininjr
bmiks, mrcli
table, buliet and tdx clmlrs, baby
kitchen range,
swing, carpet Kweepcr, refrigerator,
kitchen cabinet, fruit jars, cooking utensils and innny
other unifies not mentioned.

Li!nirj

icd springs

go-ca- rt,

CO.

D

613-51-

for

'

W. Central.
i

I

These goods were used by Mrs." Tubergen
and hi gOIMl condition.

and are

Ktinititry

Gallup Lump
Cerrlllos Lump

,

Hahn Coal Co.
PHONE

Don't fi.Tgct the date nnd pl.u c
Gallup Stove
Cerrlllos Stove

81

--

'ANTHRACITE, ALL BIKES; STEAM COAL.
Mill
Wood. Factory Wood. Cord Wood, Native Kindling, Lime.
Coke,

--

he on hand curly.

J. L. GOBER.

L
THE JOURNAL WANT ADS BRING QUICK RESULTS.

Con-nel-

IMI--

nnw.s.8,.1.
1

ALONSO

S21J4 WEST CENTRAL
Phone 83 W.

NO RAISE

Second and Central
"Grlmsbaw Wantn to See Yon"
'

TheS.Halff &Co Inc., wholesalers
of which Simon Stern, former retail
clothier of Albuquerque, la vice presil
dent, have leased quarters In the
building in Lob Angeles, according to an article in the July Issue of
the Los Angele8 Apparel Gazette.
."Four years ogo," the article says,
"the" firm commenced
In a
moderate way on South Spring street.
Two yours later the company wai
forced to expand and moved to th
Orayco building. Since that time th
business has grown so rapidly that 11
has again been compelled i to sees
larger premises. The company will
occupy the ground floor and taezza
nine at 746 South Los Angeles street
about treble Its present floor space."
Speaking of Mr. Stern, th'e artlcl
merely states that he is vice president of the company and formerly
operated a large retail clothing estab
lishment at Albuquerque, N. M. '

mittee. No.

i

The Best Wm. Fox Comedy
ever made.

GRIMSHAW'S

your service, day
Cheap rales by tho hour,

( ffimgelf )

v

Bryant's Delivery

FOR QUICK SERVICE
Phone 501. . 223 West Copper.'

.

Pay your
Red Cross dues. This is
a duty you should not
neglect.
Try the Want Ad Way

'

IN VITAGRAPH'S MARVELOUS
PHOTOPLAY OF EMPEY'S WORLD
FAMOUS BOOK
-

,

-

MEN ACCEPTED FOR

The Real Hoover Candy
Chocolate Shop Chocolates

at

Sunsliiue

el

Wild Women and
Tame Lions

ARMIJO'S TAXI LINE
Two large curs

Two-re-

,210 SOCTII SIXTH STREET

yx is S

(

Also a
Comedy

$1

$1.25.

the

Story by TOM MIX

FRED K. ELLIS,

SUITS CLEANED,
Four

A Tale of Adventures of
CuiKulitMi Mounted Poller.

Fifteen young men for
buglers for Railway Regiment. Apply

FOR RENT
'

"Ace High"

IS
OFFICIAL,
TO CHANGE QUARTERS

Williams

SPRINGER

TOM-MI-

OF WHICH

TJaUUNgW

'

Are

.

"

'
One hundred and thirty men hare
W. S. S.
Orders taken lot erriee ftaga.
been accepted at the'navy recruiting
Women
Weat
2
of
St
1.
American Army.
Of this nurar
Dentist
office here since April
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States Food
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Administration furyR:
"We arc jnot nuked to save
fix m! in order to save money,
hut to wive liven that will win
the war'

HOUSE OF HIGH CLASS PICTURES AND MUSIC
. The Coolest Place in Town.

FARM LABORERS
WANTED

To Replace That Broken Window
Glass.
LUMBER CO.
ALBCQCERQtE
423 N. First.
Phone 421. '
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FEATI'RE IX FIVE REELS

"ROMANS AND RASCALS"
...Adults, 10c; Children, 5c

Comedy Reel
Admission
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charge. Splendid opportunity.
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The Greatest Production in the
History of Motion Pictures
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Into The Fight Yourself
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